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Foreword

Wireless networking is one of the most advanced and rapidly advancing technolo-
gies of our time. The modern wireless era has produced an array of technologies of
tremendous economic and social value and almost ubiquitous market penetration.
Many of these technologies, such as mobile phones and WiFi networks, are based
on so-called infrastructure networks, in which information is transferred wirelessly
between an end-user’s device and an access point to a backbone network having a
hierarchical control structure to manage information flow in the network. A more
recently emerging network structure is that of an ad hoc network, in which end-user
terminals communicate directly with one another in a peer-to-peer fashion without
the benefit of a control structure provided by network infrastructure. Such networks
are often formed in an ad hoc fashion (hence their name) as communicating devices
appear in somewhat random locations. This type of structure presents new chal-
lenges in supporting efficient information flow, as protocols typically must rely on
information forwarding through multiple intermediate devices, each of which acts
autonomously, to deliver messages from source to destination. These challenges
become even greater when the devices are moving, as the network topology then
becomes dynamic. Even further challenges arise due to the fact that continuous end-
to-end connectivity cannot be guaranteed in such networks, opening up the issues of
what types of information content can be practically transferred through such net-
works and how this can best be accomplished. These latter issues are the subject of
this excellent monograph, which collects for the first time in book form the consid-
erable recent research dedicated to this important emerging topic, much of it by the
authors themselves. Applications involving such intermittently connected mobile ad
hoc networks, or ICMANs, are certain to multiply in the coming years as the tech-
nical sophistication and geographical spread of end-user devices increase, and thus
this work by two leading contributors to the field should be of considerable interest
to the researchers and engineers looking to develop the next generations of wireless
networking technologies.

Princeton, New Jersey, August 2011 H. Vincent Poor
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Preface

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) have changed the classical centralized wire-
less network topology into a whole new domain with many potential applications.
While military applications of the MANET have been understood for some time, re-
search on civil applications of the MANETs have become one of the most important
topics among telecom engineers just in the beginning of this century.

In general, MANETs are the networks that are formed dynamically by an au-
tonomous set of mobile nodes connected through wireless links without relying on
any pre-configured infrastructure or a central base station. These nodes dynamically
create the network connectivity through a temporary network topology, allowing
them to seamlessly communicate with one another in areas with no pre-existing
communication infrastructure. Owing to the self-configuration nature of MANETs
where connectivity between peer end-terminals can be established automatically
without any pre-configured infrastructure, data transfer is carried out through the
cooperation among intermediate nodes over multi-hop routing paths. However, one
of the key assumptions for such a routing approach, namely the existence of an end-
to-end routing path, becomes untenable in cases where the network experiences
intermittent connectivity due to limited transmission range, sporadic node densities,
power limitations, and so on. To administer information tracking and data deliv-
ery capability in fostering service improvement in the emergency response and the
eHealth sector, as well as pervasive computing in rural areas, it is necessary to de-
velop a supplemental data dissemination framework based on opportunistic delivery
probability. In fact, if the delivery delay can be tolerated, then node mobility can be
exploited to deliver selected messages to the destination. Obviously, these so-called
store-carry-forward (SCF) techniques incur considerable signaling overhead to in-
clude message summaries and meeting probabilities, resulting in the degradation of
network efficiency.

Based on the above concept, a new subset of MANETs, called Intermittently
Connected Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (ICMANs) could be created. By consider-
ing the nature of intermittent connectivity in most real world mobile environments
without any restrictions placed on users’ behavior, ICMANs are eventually formed
without any assumption about the existence of an end-to-end path between any pair
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of nodes who are wishing to communicate. It is different from the conventional
MANETs, which have been implicitly viewed as a connected graph with estab-
lished complete paths between every pair of nodes. For the conventional MANETs,
mobility of nodes is considered as a challenge and needs to be handled properly to
enable seamless communication between nodes. However, to overcome intermittent
connectivity in the ICMANs context, mobility is recognized as a critical component
for data communications between the nodes that may never be part of the same con-
nected portion of the network. This comes at the cost of additional and considerable
delay in data forwarding, since data are often stored and carried by the intermediate
nodes waiting for the mobility to generate the next forwarding opportunity that can
probably take the data packet close to the destination. Such incurred large delays
primarily limit ICMANs to the applications, which must tolerate delays beyond tra-
ditional forwarding delays. ICMANs belong to the family of delay tolerant networks
(DTNs). However, their unique characteristics (e.g., self-organizing, random mobil-
ity and ad hoc based connection) derived from MANETs distinguish ICMANs from
other typical DTNs such as interplanetary network (IPN) with infrastructure-based
architecture.

By allowing mobile nodes to connect and disconnect based on their behaviors
and wills, ICMANs enable a number of novel applications to become possible in
the field of MANETs. For example, there is a growing demand for efficient architec-
tures for deploying opportunistic content distribution systems over ICMANs. This
is because a large number of smart handheld devices with powerful functions enable
mobile users to utilize low cost wireless connectivity such as Bluetooth and IEEE
802.11 for sharing and exchanging the multimedia contents anytime anywhere. Note
that such phenomenal growth of content-rich services has promoted a new kind of
networking where the content is delivered from its source (referred to as publisher)
towards interested users (referred to as subscribers) rather than towards pre-specified
destinations. Comparing to the extensive research activities relating to the routing
and forwarding issues in MANETs and even DTNs, opportunistic content distribu-
tion based on ICMAN is just in its early stage and has not been widely addressed.

This book covers the results of research carried out by the authors on the topic of
ICMAN. This book provides an in-depth discussion on the latest research efforts for
opportunistic content distribution over ICMANs. The discussion begins by intro-
ducing ICMANs, DTNs, and the most notable forwarding and routing technologies
(e.g., epidemic routing and its variations, cluster-based routings and super-node-
based routings). Chapter 1 also briefly discusses the mobility impact on routing
performance; an important factor used in enabling packet routing in the network.
Chapter 2 explains various forms of opportunistic content distributions over IC-
MANs. It gives details about some proposed optimizing solutions by considering
the mobility characteristics of the nodes. The idea of cooperation is further em-
ployed to allow the encountering nodes to work together for carrying out the coop-
erative decision-making strategies when the network resources become constrained.
Apart from designing forwarding strategies to deliver the content from its publisher
to their interested subscribers, content search or content lookup is another funda-
mental problem that determines the architecture and performance of opportunistic
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content distribution in the ICMANs context. Therefore, Chapter 3 focuses on illus-
trating an opportunistic content search mechanism to allow mobile users to discover
interested contents based on the related keywords over ICMANs.

While there are many books written on the topic of MANET, this book pro-
vides a fresh and unique text on one of its main variant networks: the ICMAN.
This book presents the main research results that we have produced on this topic
in a self-contained and streamlined format that could be useful for readers who
are interested in further research in the field. We believe that the future of wireless
technology will be based on less centralized and more decentralized and distributed
network topologies compared to the commonly existing cellular topologies, and in
that sense ICMANs could become a major player within the next generation mobile
network and content delivery infrastructures. We hope that this book provides suf-
ficient inspiration to the endless potentials of the wireless technology and results in
new networks and topologies to be created in near future.

Sydney, Australia, Abbas Jamalipour
August 2011 Yaozhou Ma
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Intermittently Connected

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

1.1 Overview

In the past decade, the emergence of cheap, small, powerful and smart wireless
devices such as mobile phones, laptops, personal digital assistant (PDAs), etc have
resulted in an exponential growth of mobile wireless networks. Currently, most of
the connections among wireless devices are achieved over fixed infrastructure-based
wireless networks. To mention only a few examples, cellular networks have been
widely deployed to set up connections among mobile phones, while popularity of
wireless access points (APs) allows travelers to surf the Internet from cafes, railway
stations, airports, and other public locations. Although infrastructure-based wireless
networks offer an effective way for mobile devices to get network services, setting
up the infrastructure takes time and incurs potentially high costs. Moreover, there are
scenarios where user-required infrastructure is not available, cannot be deployed in
time, or cannot be deployed at all. Examples range from battlefield communications,
disaster relief to wildlife tracking and habitat monitoring sensor networks. Providing
the required network services in such scenarios leads to a mobile ad hoc network.

1.1.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

In general, mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are networks formed dynamically
by an autonomous set of mobile nodes that are connected via wireless links without
relying on any pre-configured infrastructure or centralized administration. In other
words, these participating wireless mobile nodes can freely and dynamically self-
organize into arbitrary and temporary network topologies, allowing themselves to
seamlessly communicate with each other in areas with no preexisting communica-
tion infrastructure. In MANETs, each node communicates directly with any other
node within its transmission range, while communication beyond this range is es-
tablished by employing intermediate nodes to set up a path in a hop-by-hop manner.
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2 1 Introduction to Intermittently Connected Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
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Fig. 1.1 Mobile ad hoc network

Figure. 1.1 shows an example of mobile ad hoc network and its communication
topology. Note that due to the self-organized nature of MANETs, if these nodes are
free to move randomly, they may organize themselves arbitrarily, and thereby the
network topology can change rapidly and unpredictably. Therefore, Fig. 1.1 only
represents a snapshot of network topology at a certain time instant.

In general, the characteristics of MANETs can be summarized as follows:

• Wireless;
• Mobility;
• Ad hoc based connection;
• Infrastructureless architecture;
• Multihop routing.

MANETs remove the constraints of infrastructure and allow devices to establish
and join the network anywhere at any time. However, as mobile nodes are moving
arbitrarily, the network topology may change constantly, resulting in route changes,
frequent network partitions, and, even packet losses. Moreover, MANETs are nor-
mally formed by mobile devices with limited battery power, and the equipped wire-
less interfaces may also suffer limited bandwidth and high error rate. Hence, in
order to accommodate such dynamic topology of MANETs as well as resource-
constrained devices, an abundance of MANET routing protocols have been pro-
posed in the literature. Based on the timing that the routes are established, these
protocols can be classified into the following main categories:

• Proactive routing protocols: Each node propagates route updates proactively
and periodically over the network to allow any other node to maintain a con-
sistent and up-to-date routing table. Representative proactive protocols include
optimized link state routing (OLSR) protocol [16] and destination-sequenced
distance-vector (DSDV) protocol [70].
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• Reactive on− demand routing protocols: A route to a destination, on the other
hand, is established only when there is a demand from the source node. When
needed, the source node triggers a path discovery process over the network to
set up the route to the destination. Once the route has been set up properly, it
is maintained either until it becomes no longer used or has expired, or until the
destination becomes inaccessible from the source. Both dynamic source routing
(DSR) [41] and ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) routing [69] are re-
ferred to as representative examples of reactive on-demand routing protocols.

• Hybrid routing protocols: The characteristics of proactive routing protocols and
reactive on-demand routing protocols are combined to form hybrid routing pro-
tocols. Zone routing protocol (ZRP) [32] is a typical example representing hybrid
routing protocols.

1.1.2 Intermittently Connected Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

All the previously mentioned routing protocols implicitly assume that MANET is
connected and there exists a complete end-to-end path between any pair of nodes
wishing to communicate with each other. For example, as shown in Fig. 1.2, despite
the network topology is dynamically changing over time, the existing routing proto-
cols can always find the available end-to-end paths between nodes D and E and can
subsequently facilitate data communication between them.

This assumption restricts those routing protocols to networks containing enough
nodes to build a fully connected topology. Unfortunately, there exist some situa-
tions where intermittent connectivity may arise from node mobility, short transmis-
sion range, sporadic node density, power limitations, and so on, and thereby most
of the time a complete end-to-end path between any two nodes does not exist, or
such a path is highly unstable while being discovered. Fig. 1.3 is a typical example
representing such situation. As can be seen, if node D still wants to deliver data to
node E over time, the existing routing protocols for conventional MANETs cannot
work or may suffer serious performance. This is because there is not any end-to-end
path over time, which can be discovered by such routing protocols to facilitate the
corresponding data communication.

A military mobile ad hoc network may become intermittently connected when
mobile nodes (e.g., soldiers, tanks) move out of each other’s transmission range
and are subject to being destroyed. Moreover, pocket switched networks [12] are
another similar examples, since they are formed by human carried mobile devices
based on their Bluetooth or IEEE 802.11 interfaces with short transmission range.
In addition, similar intermittent disconnectivity can be encountered by vehicular ad
hoc networks (VANETs) due to high vehicle velocities (compared to the transmis-
sion range). In the literature, mobile ad hoc networks that suffer such intermittent
connectivity (in the absence of end-to-end routing path) are commonly referred to
as intermittently connected mobile ad hoc networks (ICMANs) [97].
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Fig. 1.2 An example of data communication in a typical mobile ad hoc network based on existing
routing protocols

Real-time communications (e.g., voice-over-Internet Protocol (VoIP) and video
streaming), which require a fully-connected path to forward sequenced packets
timely, cannot work over ICMANs. However, it does not mean other applications
can never be deployed over ICMANs. If delay can be tolerated by the applications,
to improve the routing performance, i.e., to reduce packet loss ratio, mobility and
storage spaces of intermediate nodes can be exploited to forward data to their final
destinations. In other words, data can be temporarily stored in intermediate nodes
until the node mobility generates the next possible forwarding opportunity. This is
largely because connection topologies (constituting of mobile nodes) may overlap
at different periods of time, thereby facilitating delayed data delivery to the des-
tination over store-carry-forward strategy. Moreover, since any possible node can
opportunistically be employed as the next carrier to bring data closer to its eventual
destination, ICMANs are also referred to as opportunistic networks [67]. In addition,
since incurred large delays primarily limit ICMANs to delay-tolerant applications,
ICMANs belong to the family of delay tolerant networks (DTNs) [61].
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Fig. 1.3 An example of data communication in an intermittently connected mobile ad hoc network
based on existing routing protocols

1.1.3 Delay Tolerant Networks

DTN has its root in interplanetary network (IPN) or interplanetary Internet [10][6]
[22]. IPN was first designed to overcome some serious problems suffered by deep
space communications between Earth and satellites, space stations, space probes
and other spacecrafts where standard Internet protocols (i.e., TCP/IP protocols) are
employed. This is because the TCP connections can easily be broken before any
application data is transmitted [24] by the following problems:

• Narrow and highly asymmetric bandwidth, significant propagation delay and
round trip time, and relatively high bit-error rate due to long distance between
two communication nodes

• Frequent end-to-end disconnection because of planetary movement and occulta-
tion of communicating spacecrafts [61]

A typical IPN architecture across interplanetary space consists of an overlay net-
work, called the bundle layer, above a wide range of regional networks. These re-
gional networks are apart from each other and are connected through a number
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of gateways. To provide transparent communications for the application layer i.e.,
to hide disconnectivity and delays from the application layer, bundle layer conse-
quently works in a store-forward manner [19].

There are some other types of networks, which may have a lot in common
with IPN. An example of such networks is a village network, which is an inter-
mittently connected infrastructure formed by low-cost wireless devices to provide
rural connectivity for people in developing nations to access e-mail, voice mail, dig-
ital documents and other delay insensitive digital services [68][4]. For instance, in
DakNet [68], a public bus equipped with a wireless interface can work as a mo-
bile access point to provide intermittent connections between kiosks located in rural
villages and Internet access point placed in the nearby town, while data is automat-
ically exchanged when the bus is in transmission range of kiosks or Internet access
point. DataMule [77] project for sensor networks is another example for such net-
works. In DataMule, sensors are spread over a large geographical area resulting a
sparse sensor network, while a three-tier architecture is designed to provide connec-
tivity between the sparse network and access points of wide area networks (WANs)
by employing mobile entities such as people, animals or vehicles, which randomly
move around the corresponding area. Similar approaches for sensor networks can
be found in ZebraNet [44][57], shared wireless infostation model (SWIM) [31] and
even featherlight information network with delay-endurable radio frequency iden-
tification (RFID) support (FINDERS) [93]. In addition, a sensor network may also
suffer connection discontinuity, if sensors are scheduled to be wake/sleep periodi-
cally to conserve power. Based on the above observations, the IPN architecture is
subsequently generalized to DTN architecture [6][22][11] to allow all these chal-
lenged networks to handle intermittent connectivity.

As can be seen, even though all these DTN applications primarily face the prob-
lem of intermittent connectivity and make use of store and forward based routing
techniques, the unique characteristics derived from MANETs distinguish ICMANs
from the other typical DTNs. For example, comparing to other infrastructure-based
DTNs, ICMANs follow an infrastructureless-based architecture where every mobile
node acts as a gateway mentioned earlier. In other words, every mobile node in IC-
MANs is a router to make its own routing and forwarding decisions for all data it
has stored whenever it suffers a transmitting opportunity.

1.2 Routing and Forwarding Techniques in ICMANs

Routing protocols such as RIP (Routing Information Protocol) and OSPF (Open
Shortest Path First) used in IP networks, and AODV (Ad hoc On-demand Distance
Vector), DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) and OLSR (Optimized Link State Rout-
ing) designed for the conventional MANETs cannot be deployed over ICMANs for
data communication. This is because under these routing protocols, if the source
node cannot discover the corresponding end-to-end path, the required data session
cannot be facilitated (as shown in Fig. 1.3). Moreover, if the intermediate nodes
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cannot find a next hop for an arriving packet, the nodes also just simply discard the
received packet, thereby disrupting the data transmission. As a result, to enable such
nodes to exchange data between them and to allow some applications can employ
ICMANs as the underlying networks, the main focus of research on ICMANs has
been on routing and forwarding issues.

In ICMANs, connection topologies (constituting of mobile nodes) overlap at dif-
ferent periods of time and facilitate delayed data forwarding to the destinations over
store-carry-forward (SCF) strategy. In other words, data is temporarily stored in the
intermediate nodes until the node mobility generates the next possible forwarding
opportunity. Accordingly, the general data forwarding in ICMANs consists of a se-
quence of local independent forwarding decisions made by the intermediate nodes.
If the future network topology is known a priori or at least predictable, when and
where to forward data can be determined ahead of time to achieve some optimal
objective [39]. However, if the network topology is stochastic, mobility randomness
and subsequently uncertainty of future state of the network should be addressed by
SCF routing and forwarding strategies, even though node mobility is used to over-
come the lack of end-to-end path.

By considering the network architectures formed over ICMANs, SCF routing
and forwarding technologies can be classified as follows:

• Super − node− based approaches: In super-node-based approaches, additional
powerful nodes with high storage capacity and energy are employed to participate
in communication, thereby improving overall system performance. These super-
nodes can be located at some specific geographical points, or move around in the
network either randomly or following controlled trajectories.

• Cluster − based approaches: A number of ICMANs exhibits social network
properties. Consequently, communities with strong intra-community connections
can be formed virtually over ICMANs to improve forwarding efficiency in case
of the future topology uncertainty.

• Purely ad hoc approaches: Rather than employing super-nodes or forming over-
lay clusters in the ICMANs context, majority of routing and forwarding ap-
proaches are designed in a completely flat ad hoc manner.

For purely ad hoc approaches, based on whether generating and forwarding copies
of messages over the network to handle mobility uncertainty, they can further cate-
gorized as below:

• Multi− copy or f looding−based approaches: Due to the uncertainty of future
network topology, majority of the SCF routing schemes send out more than one
copy of each message to utilize more delivery opportunity and accordingly im-
prove the successful delivery probability. For example, epidemic routing [87],
proposed first for ICMANs, is a plain flooding based routing protocol where
message copies diffuse over the network until at least one of them eventually
reach the destination. Although optimal results can be achieved with unlimited
resources, in most realistic cases with constrained resources such as buffer space,
bandwidth and power, its performance is significantly degraded. A number of ap-
proaches have been introduced to reduce the cost and improve the performance
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of epidemic routing under the restrictions of network resources. In other words,
the main objective of these approaches is to achieve message delivery rate with
low delivery delay and overhead. These proposed approaches can be further cat-
egorized as below:

– Estimation − based approaches: In some realistic environments, especially
human related scenarios (e.g., campus-life) where the nodes are likely to ex-
hibit a repeated behavior pattern (not random), delivery overhead can be de-
creased by estimating the future delivery probability based on historical statis-
tics to find better opportunities. Context describing the reality in which the
user lives, and social relationships among users can also be utilized to pre-
dict the future connections. Note that the context could be information such
as residence address, work address and addresses of sport and entertainment
facilities.

– Network − aware approaches: In order to achieve the overall performance,
apart from its individual delivery probability from mobility statistics and the
context information, a node should also take into account the global knowl-
edge of the network (e.g., the distribution of the current message copies exist-
ing over the network) when allocating the limited delivery opportunities.

– Spraying routing approaches. To significantly reduce the overhead of epi-
demic routing, while still maintaining good performance, these routing schemes
allow the source of a message to put some limitations on the message to con-
trol the number of copies over the network.

– Coding− based approaches: Erasure coding and network coding from infor-
mation theory can also be exploited to limit message flooding over the net-
work.

• Single−copy−based approaches: Despite the increased robustness and low de-
lay performance, multi-copy-based protocols consume a high amount of storage
space, bandwidth, and energy. Consequently, it is still desirable for resource-
constrained ICMANs to use single copy of messages to overcome the mobil-
ity uncertainty. Moreover, mobility information and even context information
can also be utilized by single-copy-based approaches to select better next-hop to
achieve the delivery rate and delivery delay.

A summary of the above classifications is shown in Fig. 1.4

1.2.1 Epidemic routing and its variations

To overcome the mobility uncertainty, the basic idea behind epidemic routing is to
utilize every possible forwarding opportunity to deliver data to its eventual destina-
tion. For example, as shown in Fig. 1.5, a source, S, wishes to transmit a message
to a destination D but no connected path is available at 9:00 AM. However, it can
forward a copy of message to its encounter, C, and ask C to deliver the message copy
in the future. Moreover, when S encounters B at 9:20 AM, it also asks B for help
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Fig. 1.4 Taxonomy of existing routing technologies for ICMANs.

by forwarding another message copy to B. At the same time, C is doing the same
thing i.e., asking E to delivery another message copy in the future. Eventually, the
message is delivered to its destination when B meets D at 9:35 AM, despite S and
D cannot build a complete path between them during this period. As can be seen,
epidemic routing relies on mobile nodes coming into contact through nodes mobil-
ity, since only when two mobile nodes are within their transmission range, they can
exchange messages that the other node does not store.

As shown in Fig. 1.5, by replicating and sending as many message copies as
possible through the connected portions of the network to find an optimal path, epi-
demic routing can maximize message delivery rate and minimize message delivery
latency at the price of massive resource usage. To reduce the aggregated system re-
sources consumed in message delivery, an upper bound on message hop count is
placed to limit the number of epidemic exchanges that a particular message is sub-
jected to. If the buffer size that each node is willing to allocate for epidemic routing
is limited, the host will drop older messages in favor of newer ones upon reaching
its capacity.
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Fig. 1.5 Illustration of epidemic routing in an ICMAN.

Even optimal delivery performance in terms of delivery rate and delivery delay
can be achieved by epidemic routing, it is resource hungry. Therefore, various queue
policies and forwarding strategies are proposed for epidemic routing to get desirable
performance in resource-constrained scenarios. Here queue policies aim to improve
efficiency of storage utilization i.e. “Which messages should be dropped when the
buffer is full?”, while the goal of forwarding strategies is to determine “Which mes-
sages should be duplicated and forwarded when a node meets another node?” For
example, “coin toss” strategy is introduced in [53] to determine a message should
be forwarded or not. Rather than making random decisions, majority of the pro-
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posed approaches employ relative information to answer these two questions. Just
as the first-in-first-out (FIFO) policy, some queueing and forwarding policies just
needs knowledge about messages themselves. For instance, evict most forwarded
first (MOFO) and evict shortest life time first (SHLI) queueing policies are intro-
duced in [53] to drop the messages whenever the storage space becomes full. Note
that MOFO policy requires the mobile node keep track of the number of copies each
message has been forwarded, and the message with the largest number of forwarded
copies is the first to be discarded, while in SHLI policy, the message with the short-
est remaining lifetime is the first to be removed from the buffer. However, routing
performance improves as more knowledge about the expected topology of the future
and the existing message copies can be exploited. As a result, estimation-based ap-
proaches and network-aware approaches are illustrated in the following subsections.

1.2.1.1 Estimation-based semi-epidemic mechanisms

By exploiting the non-random mobility of the nodes existing in most human re-
lated environments, estimation-based routing mechanisms are the further step to
answer the previously introduced questions. For example, in probabilistic routing
protocol using history of encounters and transitivity (PRoPHET) [54], history of
meeting statistics is collected by each intermediate node to calculate the delivery
predictability for every other known node. The delivery predictability P(a,b) denot-
ing the likelihood of a node a delivering a message to another node b is represented
as follows:

P(a,b) =
{

P(a,b)old
+(1−P(a,b)old

)×Pinit , a and b encounter each other
P(a,b)old

× γk, otherwise
(1.1)

where Pinit ∈ (0,1] is an initialization constant while γ ∈ (0,1) is an aging constant,
and k is the number of elapsed time units since the last time the metric was aged.
A transitive property of the delivery predictability is also introduced in [54] by ob-
serving that if node a encounters b frequently while b encounters c frequently, a
could be a good carrier to deliver messages destined for c. The influence of such
transitivity on the delivery predictability can be represented as below,

P(a,c) = P(a,c)old
+(1−P(a,c)old

)×P(a,b)×P(b,c)×β (1.2)

where β ∈ [0,1] is a scaling constant indicating the impact of the transitivity. Based
on the delivery predictability, several estimation-based queueing policies such as
evict most favorably forwarded first (MOPR) and evict least probable first (LEPR)
and forwarding strategies including GRTR, GRTRSort and GRTRMax are illus-
trated in [53]. Note that in these forwarding strategies, when two nodes encounter
each other, the message is only duplicated from a node with lower delivery pre-
dictability to the other with a higher delivery predictability.

Similar to the work in [54] [53], meetings and visits (MV) forwarding algo-
rithm [7] employs information about meetings between mobile nodes and their visits
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to geographical locations to make forwarding decisions. In MV routing protocol ,
the probability that a node k can successfully deliver a message to region i with n
transfers is calculated as follows:

Pk
n (i) = 1−

N

∏
j=1

(1−m jkP j
n−1(i)) (1.3)

where N is total number of nodes in the network, m jk represents the probability
of node j and k visiting the same region simultaneously, and P j

0 (i) represents the
probability of node j visiting the region i. Note that one assumption in MV rout-
ing protocol is that messages are delivered to stationary destinations located on a
gird, therefore a message copy is only forwarded to an encounter with higher the
probability of delivery. Additionally, MobySpace routing [48][49] employs mobility
patterns of the nodes as the context information to make decisions. In MobySpace
routing, a high dimensional Euclidean space is constructed upon mobility patterns
of the nodes. Each axis in this space represents the frequency of being found in
each possible location while the coordinate of a node indicates its mobility pattern.
Hence, the similarity between mobility patterns of two nodes can be measured as a
distance in the corresponding Euclidean space, and the best forwarding node for a
message is the node that is as close as possible to the destination node in the space.

Shortest expected path routing (SEPR), another estimation-based approach pro-
posed in [86], employs the link existing probability estimated based on history en-
countering statistics to carry out the shortest expected path length (Epath) at first.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1.6 which depicts a stochastic model as a weighted com-
plete graph. Note that associated link metrics (i.e., link forwarding probability) be-
tween any pair of nodes i and j is given by

Pi, j =
Timeconnection

Time Winow
(1.4)

where Time Winow is the sliding sampling time window, while Timeconnection is the
total time that i and j stay connected during Time Winow. According to this expres-
sion, Dijkstra algorithm can be performed to find the shortest Epath between any two
nodes where it minimizes ∑ 1

Pi, j
i.e.,

Epath = min∑ 1
Pi, j

(1.5)

However, instead of simply using the shortest Epath to make forwarding decision,
each message stored in the cache is then assigned an effective path length (EPL),
which is set to infinite when it is a new received message. Accordingly when node
A encounters B, its stored message m with the destination of node D is duplicated to
B, only if

Epath(B,D)< min(Epath(A,D),EPLm(A)) (1.6)
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Fig. 1.6 An example of stochastic network model.

Once the duplication is forwarded, EPLm(A) is updated by Epath(B,D). Moreover,
the queueing policy is also carried out according to EPL and Epath. That is, when the
buffer space is full, the message with the smallest but not infinite EPL is discarded
first, while if it does not exist, the message with the largest Epath is dropped first.
As can be seen, in SEPR, EPL tracks the highest Epath of a message that a node
has found before it meets the current encounter and only when Epath of the current
encounter is greater than its EPL, the node will forward a message copy to its current
encounter. Similar forwarding strategy is employed by delegation forwarding [21],
which allows a message carrier to forward the message copies only to the encounters
with higher qualities than all current message holders.

A variation of Dijkstra algorithm is also used by MaxProp protocol [5] to esti-
mate delivery likelihood for each packet. Such estimated delivery likelihoods are
used to define the order in which packets are transmitted and deleted. In addition
to this, several complementary mechanisms are also considered by MaxProp to in-
crease the delivery rate and to lower the delay of delivered packets. For example,
acknowledgements are flooded over the network to notify the successfully delivered
packets, while packets that have not traversed far in the network are given higher for-
warding priorities. Moreover, MaxProp also attempts to prevent each node from re-
ceiving the same packet copy twice during a certain period. Similar ranking process
can also be found in prioritized epidemic routing (PREP) [72] where drop priorities
based on shortest path cost to the destinations are assigned to the messages having a
hop count value greater than or equal to a configured threshold, while transmission
priority is based on shortest path cost to the destination and the time-to-expire of
message.
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1.2.1.2 Network-aware-based semi-epidemic mechanisms

Although the delivery probability derived from the historical information offers a
good metric for non-random mobility conditions in most realistic scenarios, when
it is considered alone, the routing schemes fail to address the distribution of the
existing message copies over the network. If more copies of a message have been
replicated after it was generated, it signifies more intermediate nodes participating
in the delivery process and a higher probability of delivery success. Therefore, sev-
eral proposed routing approaches employ various utility functions to evaluate each
possible messages based on mobility information, message distributions and even
other related information.

Network-aware-based optimal buffer management policies for delay tolerant net-
works were introduced in [45]. For example, by assuming the inter-meeting time of
the mobility model is exponentially distributed or has an exponential tail, the op-
timal buffer management policy to maximize the future delivery rate is to discard
message i having the smallest value of the following utility:

(1− mi(Ti)

L−1
)λRi exp(−λni(Ti)Ri) (1.7)

where L indicates total number of nodes in the network, λ is meeting rate between
two mobile nodes, Ti and Ri represent elapsed time and remaining time for live
for message i, respectively. In addition, mi(Ti) describes number of nodes (exclud-
ing source) have seen message i during Ti while ni(Ti) illustrates number of copies
of message i in the network after Ti. Note that this utility actually represents the
marginal utility value of a copy of message i regarding the total delivery rate. More-
over, to minimizing the average delivery delay, another utility function i.e.,

1
ni(Ti)2λ

(1− mi(Ti)

L−1
) (1.8)

representing the marginal utility value for a copy of message i with respect to the
average delivery delay can be employed to drop messages when the buffer becomes
full. Similar optimal joint scheduling and drop policies are also illustrated in [46].
While by considering DTN routing as a resource allocation problem, a suboptimal
policy by considering the existing message copies is introduced by RAPID [3] to
schedule messages under constrained bandwidth.

Fuzzy logic based delivery framework (FLDF) [59][58] also enables every in-
termediate node to employ current number of message copies and historical en-
countering information to evaluate and rank all possible messages so as to allocate
its buffer space. In order to address the mobility uncertainty and deal with the im-
precise information due to the intermittent connectivity, fuzzy logical, an artificial
intelligence technique proposed to handle problems with uncertain terms, is em-
ployed by FLDF to carry out the store-and-carry preference degree of each possible
message (as shown in Fig. 1.7). Similar idea is also investigated in [60], where grey
relational analysis (GRA) is utilized to perform message evaluation.
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Fig. 1.7 Block diagram of the fuzzy logic system for FLDF.

1.2.1.3 Spray routing mechanisms

Alteratively, in order to reduce the overhead of epidemic routing, spray routing pro-
tocols proposed in [81][84][83] allow source node to give a carefully chosen to-
tal number of message copies to its generated message. Such carefully determined
numbers ensures that the total number of transmissions is small and controlled.

For example, “Spray and Wait” [81][84] fist spreads L message copies to L dis-
tinct nodes, then if the destination is not in these L distinct nodes, all copies are
stored and carried until one of these nodes encounters the destination. As can be
seen, even though the spray phase of this mechanism spreads message copies in a
manner similar to epidemic routing, it stops when the number of generated copies
can guarantee that at least one copy will be directly forwarded to the destination.
Note that such an idea has also been proved to be beneficial by [80]. Moreover,
an optimal spraying strategy i.e., binary spraying, is introduced to minimize the
expected time of distributing all L copies to their carriers when the movement of
all mobile nodes follows an independent and identical distribution (IID). In binary
spraying, any node holding more than one message copies will give half of the
copies to a newly encountered node, even if it is not source. Consequently, the up-
per bound of the expected delay of “Spray and Wait” algorithm can eventually be
represented as follows:

EDsw ≤
L−1

∑
i=1

EMmm

M− i
+

M−L
M−1

EMmm

L
(1.9)

where M represents total number of nodes, L is the number of copies and EMmm
denotes the expected meeting time under the given mobility model. As a result,
the source node can choose the number of copies (i.e., L) to achieve its required
expected delay.

Even though “Spray and Wait” is simple and efficient, it requires enough nodes to
roam around the whole network frequently. Therefore, if the mobility of each node
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is restricted to a local area, none of the carriers might ever encounter the destination.
As a result, “Spray and Focus” [84] uses focus phase instead of wait phase. In focus
phase, each copy is routed independently according to an utility-based single-copy
scheme with transitivity [85]. The detail of such utility-based single-copy scheme
will be given in subsection 1.2.2.

As mentioned earlier, binary spraying is optimal in a homogeneous environment.
However, for a heterogenous environment, these L message copies need to be spread
to L “better” carriers. Hence, several heuristic spraying strategies are proposed
in [83]. In these strategies, any node with more than one message copies only give
half of the copies to a newly encounter, which is considered to be “better” than the
node itself based on some judgements. According to the judgements, these strate-
gies are classified as last-seen-first (LSF) spraying, most-mobile-first (MMF) spray-
ing and most-social-first (MSF) spraying. Moreover, encounter-based routing [65]
introduces another intelligent spraying strategy, where the number of replicas of a
message sent from one node to the other is based on their encounter values (EVs).
For example, for two encountering nodes A and B, for a message M, node A sends

m · EVB

EVA +EVB
(1.10)

copies of M to node B, where m is the total number of copies of message M while
EV for each node is calculated as follows:

EV = α ·CWC+(1−α) ·EV (1.11)

Note that current window counter (CWC) represents the number of encounters in
the current time interval, while α is an exponential moving average weight.

1.2.1.4 Coding-based semi-epidemic mechanisms

Because of lack of knowledge of future topology, it is difficult to choose a single
path (as mentioned earlier, consider topology overlapped over time) to deliver a
message to its destination. As a result, to mitigate the effects of a single path fail-
ure, more than one identical copies of a message are sent by multi-copy-based ap-
proaches simultaneously over multiple paths. In other words, message redundancy
is considered to cope with mobility uncertainty. However, as explained earlier, in
most introduced approaches, message redundancy is just facilitated by simply gen-
erating several full copies of the message over the network. Therefore, in order to
address such redundancy more efficiently, erasure coding techniques are accord-
ingly adopted by researchers [89][40][51][15][88]. Note that in erasure coding, a
message of k blocks is transformed into n (n > k) blocks such that the original mes-
sage can be recovered from a subset of the n blocks, where r = n/k is called as the
replication factor and represents the level of redundancy.

The basic idea of using erasure coding over ICMANs can be found in [89], where
the source of a message with k blocks first employs erasure code to generate the
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corresponding n code blocks and then equally splits such n code blocks among the
first n encounters. After that, these block carriers are only allowed to send these
blocks to the destination. The corresponding message can be decoded once any k
blocks are collected by the destination. Actually, when k = 1, [89] is just same as
other simple-replication approaches, since r = n identical copies will be generated
while only one copy is enough for the destination. The results in [89] shows that this
very basic erasure coding based routing mechanism can provide the best worst-case
delay performance with a fixed amount of overhead.

To cope with path failures and topology uncertainties, an optimization problem
about how to allocate erasure code blocks over multiple paths to maximize the prob-
ability of successful message delivery is investigated in [40]. Two different path
failure scenarios are considered: one is Bernoulli (0-1) path failure, which is formu-
lated as a mixed integer problem and is proved to be nondeterministic polynominal
(NP) hard, and the other is partial path failure, which is solved by using the modern
portfolio theory. To further improve the performance of erasure-coding-based rout-
ing mechanisms, “Spray and Focus” like strategy is utilized by [51] to deliver the
generated blocks to their destination. For spray phase, the portion of message blocks
holden by the new encountering node should be proportional to its average contact
frequency (ACF) to the destination, while in focus phase, the forwarding decision is
also made by the value of ACF. Other erasure-coding-based routing approaches for
DTNs and opportunistic networks can be found in [15][88].

Apart from erasure coding, network coding, another coding technique from in-
formation theory to achieve maximum throughput in a network, is also investigated.
Comparing to erasure coding, where the source node splits a message into several
blocks and distribute them over the network to control overhead, network coding
allows an intermediate node to combine some of the received messages and send
them out as a message to improve the network throughput. For example, for ef-
ficient communication in extreme networks, instead of simply forwarding the re-
ceived messages, random linear coding (RLC) is employed by [91] to enable nodes
to send out information coded over the contents of several messages they received.
In addition, RLC is also utilized by [95][52] to improve the performance of epidemic
routing, while [1] uses RLC in a human-related scenario, where a small percentage
of nodes are connected to most of the other nodes. Moreover, the effect of erasure
codes and fountain codes on the performance of the network is studied and analyzed
in [2].

1.2.2 Single-copy-based routing mechanisms

Despite multi-copy-based routing approaches (the majority of routing schemes pro-
posed for ICMANs with mobility uncertainty) can achieve delivery performance
and robustness by taking advantage of node diversity, these protocols consume a
high amount of resources such as storage space, power and bandwidth. Therefore,
even though single-copy-based routing mechanisms introduce extra delivery delay
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Fig. 1.8 Illustration of a single-copy-based routing in ICMAN.

because of difficulty of finding an optimal end-to-end path without the knowledge
of future network topology (e.g., Fig. 1.8 vs Fig. 1.5), single-copy-based routing
mechanisms still attract the attention of researchers for many resource-constrained
ICMANs. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, in some spray routing algorithms (e.g.,
“Spray and Focus”), after a number of copies of a message are generated, each of
them is forwarded independently based on a single-copy-based routing approach.
For this reason, in order to design efficient multi-copy-based routing schemes,
single-copy-based approaches should also be well investigated.
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The simplest single-copy-based routing scheme is one-hop single-copy routing
(i.e., direct transmission) [85], where a node forwards a message to another node it
encounters, only if this encounter is the destination of this message. Even though
this scheme is trivial, its expected delivery delay is an upper bound on the expected
delay of any routing scheme for ICMANs and DTNs. For multi-hop single-copy-
based routing schemes, a randomized algorithm is introduced in [85], where the
current message holder hands over the message to another node it encounters with
probability p ∈ (0,1]. Reference [85] also shows that this simple routing strategy
can result in expected progress for a number of mobility models such as Random
Walk and Random Waypoint.

However, as illustrated earlier for multi-copy-based routing approaches, in or-
der to improve delivery probability and to lower delivery delay, mobility informa-
tion and even context information can also be considered by single-copy-based ap-
proaches to improve the decision-making accuracy for the next-hop selection. For
example, to achieve the minimum estimated expected delay (MEED), a Dijkstra-
based shortest path routing protocol using the observed contact history is proposed
in [43][42]. The metric value of each edge or link in a topology graph is given as
follows:

∑n
i=1 d2

i
2t

(1.12)

where n is the total number of disconnected periods, di is the duration of a given
disconnected period, and t is the total time interval over which these disconnections
were tracked. When local link-state information changes, the epidemic link-state
protocol is used to distribute the latest information to all other nodes for routing table
recalculation. MEED is an extension of minimal expected delay (MED), which is
proposed in [39] for a scenario where the future network topology is known a priori.

Context-aware adaptive routing (CAR) [63][62] is another single-copy-based
routing algorithm for delay-tolerant unicast communication in ICMANs. For a mes-
sage, CAR uses a Kalman filter prediction and multi-criteria decision theory to
choose the best next carrier. For a potential next carrier, the decision-making is
carried out by an utility-function based on the parameters such as the change degree
of connectivity of the node, its past contact with the destination of the message and
its context information (e.g., battery level, memory availability or group member-
ship). If information updates cannot be received on time, the future values of the
context attributes and the delivery probabilities are predicted using a Kalman fil-
ter forecasting technique, originally developed in automatic control systems. The
concept of CAR is also adopted by sensor context-aware routing (SCAR) [66]1.
Moreover, based on the time elapsed since any two nodes last saw each other, sev-
eral utility-based single-copy forwarding strategies such as utility-based routing and
utility-based routing with transitivity are introduced in [85] to choose the next hop.
Additionally, a single-copy and multi-hop opportunistic routing mechanism aim-
ing at minimizing delivery time in case of independent exponential pairwise inter-
contacts can be found in [17].

1 Note that SCAR is a multi-copy-based approach.
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1.2.3 Cluster-based routing mechanisms

A number of ICMANs are formed by people, while the social relationships of peo-
ple intend to be much more stable over time comparing to the network topology.
Such social relationship implies that nodes in human-related ICMANs belong to
different communities and the nodes among the same community tend to visit each
other with higher probability compared to with other nodes outside this community.
Recent collected human mobility traces from the real world have also proved this
property [36][13][14]. Hence, forming virtual structured communities or clusters
over ICMANs for efficient routing have attained the researchers’ interests.

Reference [35] introduces a simple LABEL scheme, where each node is assumed
to have a label that informs other nodes of its affiliation (i.e., the clusters and com-
munities are predefined), while only the nodes belong to the same affiliation (i.e.,
same label) as the destination are selected as the message carriers. Similar idea is
employed by [75] to design bus line based effective routing (BLER) for large-scale
buses ad hoc networks. In BLER, each bus belongs to a bus line, while a message is
first routed to the destination bus line based on Dijkstra algorithm, then the message
is routed to the destination bus through the zigzag process i.e., the message is only
forwarded to the bus running on the same route, but in the opposite direction.

Comparing to LABEL, where the community structure is defined in advance. A
more comprehensive approach named as BUBBLE is introduced in [38]. BUBBLE
considers two following assumptions:

• Every node belongs to at least one community, and
• every node has a global centrality (people, who interacts with more people, has

higher centrality) across the whole network, and also a local centrality for each
local community (a node may belong to multiple communities).

Based on such assumptions, routing mechanism of BUBBLE is carried out as fol-
lows: If a node has a message destined for another node, the message first bub-
bles up the hierarchical centrality tree based on the global ranking, until it reaches
a node which belongs to the same community as the destination. Then the mes-
sage continues to bubble up through the local centrality tree until the destination is
reached or the message expires. Instead of using predefined communities or clusters,
distributed community detection technologies including SIMPLE, K-CLIQUE and
MODULARITY proposed in [37] are utilized by BUBBLE. Additionally, BUBBLE
uses average unit-time degree, which counts unique nodes seen by a node during a
unit-time, to approximate individual centrality value for each node. Centrality and
similarity of nodes in a social network is also used by SimBet routing [18], a single-
copy-based approach, for routing in ICMANs. Moreover, the distributions of node
centrality investigated by [37][18][94] also prove that in the most social networks,
only few people are more popular, and have connections with more people than the
majority of the nodes.

LocalCom [50] also adopts the concept of structured community to design an epi-
demic forwarding scheme for DTNs. In LocalCom, while intra-community packet
forwarding is done through single hop source routing and inter-community commu-
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Fig. 1.9 An example of ICMAN with mobile super nodes.

nication employs controlled flooding. LocalCom uses virtual link based extended
cliques to cluster mobile nodes into different communities. Such created communi-
ties have several desirable properties such as controllable diameter and strong intra-
community connection. Moreover, to address routing scalability in a ICMAN with
cyclic mobility, a DTN hierarchical routing (DHR) based on multilevel clustering
can be found in [55][56].

1.2.4 Super-node-based routing mechanisms

For some applications such as data collection in sensor networks and Internet access
in rural area, in order to help increasing possible connectivity and guaranteeing that
isolated nodes can be reached, super-nodes, which are more powerful with respect
to the ordinary nodes, are employed. These super nodes could be stationary at some
specific geographical points or move around in the network area following either
predetermined trajectories or arbitrary routes. For example, as shown in Fig. 1.9,
mobile super nodes can be employed to offer communications among different net-
work partitions.

In the message ferrying approach [98], additional mobile nodes named as mes-
sage ferries are opportunistically deployed in a sparse MANET to provide a message
relay service for message delivery. Two different message ferrying schemes are in-
troduced: The first one is a node-initiated message ferrying, where the ferry moves
based on a specific trajectory while each node in the network knows the ferry route
and takes proactive movement to meet with the ferry when it has data to delivery.
The second one is a ferry-initiated message ferrying, where the ferry take proactive
movement to meet with the node after having received a service request from the
node via a long range radio. Moreover, multiple ferries are used in [99] for commu-
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nications among stationary regular nodes, which are disconnected from each other.
This is largely because deploying multiple ferries can increase system throughput,
reducing message delay and offer robustness to ferry failures. [99] focuses on de-
signing ferry routes to meet the traffic demand with minimized data delivery delay,
and presents ferry route algorithms for single ferry and multiple ferries cases, re-
spectively. In the single ferry case, some algorithms for the well-known traveling
salesman problem are exploited. For the multiple ferries case, other algorithms to
assign nodes to specific ferries, synchronize among ferries, and assign ferries to spe-
cific routes are illustrated by considering different assumptions about the network.
Such assumptions for the route design include whether the multiple ferries go over
the same or different routes, and how ferries interact with each other.

Similarly, design of route and rendezvous point for message ferry and move-
ment scheduling of both message and ferry are considered by logarithmic SCF rout-
ing [92]. Moreover, MORA routing [8] also introduces autonomous agents as addi-
tional participants into the network and these agents can adapt their movements in
response to variations in network demand and capacity. Additionally, inter-regional
messenger scheduling is addressed by [33] for DTNs.

Apart from deploying super mobile nodes as message ferries and agents, the
problem of stationary relay nodes placement is addressed by [23] for vehicular
delay-tolerant networks. Reference [23] proves that the problem of stationary relay
nodes placement is an NP-hard problem and introduces heuristic algorithms to solve
it. These algorithms have different objectives: MRH tries to minimize the number of
relay nodes and the number of hop count while MRD aims to minimize the number
of relay nodes and the average message delivery time.

Super-node-based routing approaches are widely considered by sensor networks
for data collection as well. For example, DataMule system [77] exploits mobile
entities to pick up data from the sensors, store it, and forward it to access points. It
consists of a three-tier architecture:

• The bottom tier is made of the stationary wireless sensor nodes that periodically
perform data sampling from the deployed area;

• The middle tier is composed of mobile agents named as MULEs, which have
relatively large storage capacities and renewable power and move around in the
sensor field to gather data and deliver it to the top tier;

• The top tier consists of access points that receive data from MULEs and deliver
it to the WAN.

Apart from data collection in sensor networks, super-node-based routing mecha-
nisms are also exploited to provide Internet access in rural area and developing
regions (e.g., [68][76][29]), where kiosks in rural villages are intermittently con-
nected to Internet access point in the nearby town by vehicles equipped with mobile
access point.
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1.3 Mobility Issues in ICMANs

As previously mentioned, mobility is a critical factor for the performance of IC-
MANs. As a result, in this section, we first discuss the mobility impact on the SCF
routing performance, followed by the latest efforts on the emerging human-related
mobility models.

1.3.1 Mobility Impact on Routing Performance

Recently, [28] has proved that mobility can be employed by a two-hop relay algo-
rithm to increase the capacity of a well connected MANET beyond the well-known
theoretical limit found in [30], if extra delay can be tolerated. Based on this observa-
tion, a significant effort has already been devoted to understand the capacity-delay
relationship in MANETs by addressing different mobility models. These mobility
models include IID mobility model [64], Random Walk mobility model [25], Ran-
dom Direction mobility model [79], Random Waypoint mobility model and Brow-
nian mobility model [78]2. At the same time, in order to overcome the underlying
intermittent connectivity of ICMANs, node mobility is exploited to carry messages
around the network as part of the message delivery. Therefore, the issue regard-
ing how the mobility can affect the routing performance has also attained a lot of
interest.

As message forwarding and transmitting in the ICMANs context occur only
when mobile nodes encounter each other and the message transmission itself is sig-
nificantly faster than nodes movement, the time elapsed between these meetings
dominates end-to-end delay. Therefore, in order to investigate impact of mobility on
the routing mechanisms, statistic characteristics of involved mobility models need
to be studied first. It has been shown the meeting time in many popular mobility
models can be modeled as a Poisson process i.e., the meeting time is exponentially
distributed with mean 1/λ or has a least an exponential tail [45]. For example, the
meeting time in Random Direction and Random Waypoint mobility models have
been proved to follow the exponential distribution by [27][82]. Note that for Ran-
dom Direction and Random Waypoint mobility models, [27] gives the estimations
of λ which can be represented as:

λRD ≈ 2rE[V ∗]
L2 , (1.13)

λRW ≈ 2ωrE[V ∗]
L2 , (1.14)

respectively, for values of r � L. Here r is transmission range, L2 represents the area
of a limited region where nodes move in, ω ≈ 1.3683 is a constant for the Random

2 An exhaustive survey of mobility models can be found in Reference [9].
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Waypoint model and E[V ∗] indicates the expected relative speed between two nodes.
Similar derivation of the expected meeting time for such two mobility models can be
found in [82]. Moreover, [82] also shows that the meeting time in community-based
mobility model is exponentially distributed as well. Note that the community-based
mobility model is represented as a simple two-state Markov Chain, where Random
Waypoint mobility or Random Direction mobility can be performed by each node
during each of these states. Apart from these “epoch-based” mobility models like
Random Waypoint, Random Direction, and community-based mobility, [85] proves
that the meeting time of Random Walk mobility model for a network area with large
size has an exponential tail.

Based on such observations of mobility models, [27] exploits a Markov chain to
carry out the expected message delay for two-hop multi-copy-based protocol and
unrestricted multi-copy-based protocol (i.e., epidemic routing), which are given by

E[T2] =
1
λ
(

√
π

2N
+O(

1
N
)), (1.15)

E[TU ] =
1

λN
(log(N)+ γ +O(

1
N
)), (1.16)

respectively, where N is the number of nodes excluding the destination node and γ
is the Euler constant. Apart from the expected delivery delay, the expected number
of message copies for such two routing schemes is also derived in [27] as follows:

E[N2] =

√
πN
2

+O(1), (1.17)

E[NU ] =
N +1

2
, (1.18)

Instead of using the Markov chain, [96] exploits ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) to study epidemic routing and its variations and finds similar results.

1.3.2 Human-related Mobility Models

In terms of ICMAN, there are a lot of scenarios are human-related, and thereby
exhibiting social characteristics, which are difficult to be justified by conventional
random mobility models. Therefore, realistic traces collected from actual networks
with mobile devices are considered by the researchers to evaluate the routing pro-
tocols and applications. For example, [45] uses the traces from ZebraNet project
[90] and from taxi cabs in San Francisco city [71] to evaluate the proposed optimal
buffer management policies, while the performance of MaxProp [5] and RAPID [3]
are evaluated over UMass DieselNet. Additionally, SimBet Routing [18] is simu-
lated by using traces from the MIT Reality Mining project [20].

However, it is difficult to deploy a real mobile network with large scale for each
researcher to carry out its meaningful performance evaluation. Therefore, the col-
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lected mobility traces have been further analyzed, characterized and modeled for
proposing new synthetic mobility models for simulation. Note that such investiga-
tion is also helpful for the researchers to better understand the fundamental prop-
erties of ICMANs. Based on the data sets collected from the Haggle project [74],
[13][14] observe an approximately power-law distribution of inter-contact time (the
time gap separating two successive contracts between the same pair of nodes). Sim-
ilarly, by using mobility tracks collected from university campuses, theme park, and
even a metropolitan area by using GPS devices, [73] discovered that the human mo-
bility is close to Levy walk, where the flight and pause time distribution follow the
truncated power-law. Accordingly, the authors propose a Levy-walk-based mobility
model in the same paper. Apart from the Levy walk, some other important features
such as heterogeneously bounded area and fractal waypoints have also been high-
lighted for human mobility [47]. Note that heterogeneously bounded area means
that different people may have different area preferences and they have higher prob-
abilities to visit their preferred areas. Such a property also can be found in [26] and
[34]. Comparing to heterogeneously bounded area, the property of fractal waypoints
implies that there always exist some popular places which can attract the majority of
the people. By addressing all such features, a novel synthetic mobility model named
as Self-similar Least-Action Walk (SLAW) has been proposed in [47]. Time-variant
community (TWC) mobility model [34] is another recent proposed mobility model
addressing spatial and temporal correlations in the human mobility patterns. Similar
to heterogeneously bounded area and fractal waypoints, location visiting prefer-
ences and periodical reappearance of each node are considered by TWC mobility
model.

1.4 Summary and Conclusions

This Chapter ws started with an overview of ICMAN and its relationships with
MANET and DTN. After that, an in-depth review of the current state-of-the-art
literature published in the area of routing technologies was provided. Amongst the
discussed routing schemes were epidemic routing and its variations, the single-copy-
based approaches, cluster-based approaches and super-node-based approaches. Fi-
nally the Chapter was concluded by discussing the mobility impact on the routing
performance and the emerging social mobility models by considering human behav-
iors.
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Chapter 2

Opportunistic Content Distribution in

Intermittently Connected Mobile Ad Hoc

Networks

2.1 Overview

The last few years have witnessed an explosion of content-rich services over the
Internet, and thereby content distribution itself grows into one of the most important
Internet applications. Content delivery networks or content distribution networks
(CDNs) first emerged to address the efficiency of content distribution over the Web
for the end users, since content delivery has become important for improvement
of Web performance [53]. In order to improve accessibility, decrease access delay,
maximize bandwidth utilization, and maintain correctness for the users, CDN dis-
tributes content to a group of geographically dispersed cache servers. Note that these
servers are located as close as possible to the users.

Recently, people are no longer pure content consumers only, but have become ac-
tive content providers to share their personal contents such as digital photos, audio
and videos with others over the Internet. Different technologies have been proposed
to this effect. For example, people can employ the popular web-based services such
as Picasa, Flickr and YouTube to publish their photos and video clips. Alternatively,
a lot of peer-to-peer (P2P) based content sharing systems, e.g., Napster, Gnutella
and BitTorrent are booming over the Internet to offer users a fully distributed con-
tent sharing capability without the need of a central server and its related admin-
istration. Such P2P content distribution technologies have been considered as most
cost-effective solutions for these users to build their own content distribution net-
works [1].

The distributed nature of P2P networks even enable small computers with low
bandwidth to be capable of participating in content distribution. For example , by
using capabilities of users with common interest, BitTorrent distributes a content
from its publisher to a number of interested users in a mesh-based manner. In Bit-
Torrent, once the content is successfully delivered to a given peer, the peer can
become another publisher to help the remaining peers to eventually receive the con-
tent. Additionally, a large content can even be divided into a number of small pieces,
and once a piece of content is downloaded, it also becomes available for other peers
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to download. As can be seen, such a content distributing mechanism like BitTor-
rent leads to a flood like spreading of a content throughout the interested peers,
while as more peers join the content distribution, the likelihood of a successful de-
livery increases. While this implies a multi-point communication mechanism, the
receiver-driven strategy makes the communication different from conventional mul-
ticast approaches. Unlike the push based method of multicast where users explicitly
join well known groups or topics before the intermediate routers can push contents
to them, the receiver-driven P2P content delivery allows peers to solicit contents of
interest from other users with the same interest. Apart from just content delivery,
some more sophisticated P2P content distribution systems (e.g., Gnutella, Napster
and KaZaA) also create a distributed storage medium to enable secure and efficient
content publish, index, search, update, and retrieve.

Almost in parallel to content distribution, wireless technologies have also un-
dergone a major evolution. In recent years, the wide applications of a large num-
ber of wireless handheld devices with powerful functions have been introduced to
the market. Therefore, although originally developed for the Internet, such content
distribution systems now transcend network boundaries (wired or wireless). More-
over, instead of the conventional cellular networks, low cost wireless connectivities
such as Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11 offer the mobile devices an alternative way to
communicate with each other. By utilizing such connectivities to communicate lo-
cally with their neighbors, the mobile devices can create a multi-hop network (i.e.,
MANET), to communicate with users and devices out of their transmission ranges.
Accordingly, it will not be long before these content distribution and wireless com-
munications will converge to enable users to create and share content on-the-fly
based on spontaneously formed MANETs. Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, end-
to-end paths in MANETs may suffer intermittent connectivity due to node mobility,
sporadic node density, short transmission range, and so on.

However, comparing to MANETs, ICMANs do not rely on existence of a com-
plete end-to-end path between pair of nodes wishing to communicate with each
other. By exploiting opportunistically arisen wireless links and connections instead,
many delay-tolerated applications can be much more easily deployed over ICMANs
without forcing all mobile nodes to form the full connected MANETs. Therefore,
ICMANs offer mobile users an opportunity to reuse large amount of idle resources
existing in their mobile devices to transparently and opportunistically share their
personalized multimedia contents without addressing underlying connectivity. In
other words, the opportunistic content sharing or content distribution mechanisms
allows the contents to be effectively distributed to their potential interested mo-
bile users without considering intermittent connectivity caused by the reasons intro-
duced earlier. Moreover, opportunistic content distribution can also be utilized as a
complementary mechanism for the Internet based content providers to publish their
online contents to the corresponding mobile users by employing low-cost wireless
connectivity.

However, the existing self-organized content distribution systems, which are
originally developed for the Internet users, are unfeasible in the ICMANs context
due to the underlying intermittent connectivity. Hence, there is growing demand for
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efficient architectures for deploying opportunistic content distribution systems over
ICMANs, which is the primary motivation of this Chapter.

2.2 Opportunistic Content Distribution Schemes

In order to handle intermittent connectivity, mobility and the storage spaces of nodes
are also utilized to facilitate opportunistic content distribution in the ICMANs con-
text. For example, a city-wide newspaper distribution architecture is investigated
in [28]. The architecture consists of several fixed Intel iMotes and some other mo-
bile iMotes. The fixed iMotes are located at popular places as access points and con-
tent publishers generating a new content at 7 am everyday, while mobile iMotes are
given to students as interested users. Based on this architecture, [28] aims to propose
and evaluate schemes that distribute these contents from the access points to all mo-
bile iMotes users. Additionally, all mobile users are assumed to belong to the same
interest group, and once a content is received, it is assumed to be kept by the receiver
till 7 am the next day. Different distribution schemes including selfish, collectivist,
extended collaboration, top students and strangers only are evaluated in [28]. Same
as previously introduced direct transmission in ICMANs, selfish content distribu-
tion only allows mobile nodes to get the content directly from the access points
and downloaded content cannot be passed on to other nodes. Despite the achieved
minimal delivery cost, selfish delivery involves poorest delivery performance with
largest delivery delay. In contrast with selfish content distribution, collectivist based
content distribution, where content is either directly downloaded from a publisher
or received from other mobile nodes with the common interest, is similar to the
classical content distribution mechanisms for P2P networks. By introducing extra
delivery cost, considerable achievement of delivery performance is carried out by
collectivist based content distribution. In addition to collectivist based distribution
scheme, extended collaboration based strategy employs the capabilities of external
mobile devices to relay contents to the interested users, and by exploiting the mo-
bility and the available buffers of the nodes without the same interest, the content
delivery performance of extended collaboration based strategy is further enhanced.
All these content distribution schemes are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Additionally, in top
students strategy, only the N interested users that had the highest number of contacts
are able to pass the contents to the other nodes, while strangers only approach only
allows external devices to pass the contents.

Deploying content distribution over ICMANs is just in its early stage. Apart from
the previously introduced content distribution technologies for ICMANs, the most
similar approach is wireless ad hoc podcasting [29][39]. Reference [29] extensively
investigates the extended collaboration based approach for wireless ad hoc pod-
casting by considering the restrictions of buffer spaces in mobile nodes and the
limitations of wireless bandwidth. Note that podcasting has become popular for dis-
semination of streaming contents, especially audio streams, over the Internet, while
in podcasting, once users determine which podcasts they want, they sign up for them
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Fig. 2.1 Illustration of various content distribution schemes over ICMANs.

and have them delivered automatically whenever their devices are connected to the
Internet [44]. In [29], when node A encounters B, instead of pushing its stored and
cached contents to B, A allows B to determine which contents B would like to pull
from A. In other words, B can make its own soliciting and caching decisions based
on all received interests.

Content-based routing mechanisms using publish-subscribe [41] in the ICMANs
context (e.g., [15][17][11][12]) also share some similarities with opportunistic con-
tent distributions. In a publish-subscribe system, information providers just asyn-
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chronously publish information, while information consumers place standing re-
quests for information by issuing filters named as subscriptions. A subscription
actually is a boolean function that yields true if the embedded content of infor-
mation matches the consumer’s interest; false otherwise. Accordingly, instead of
using destination address, content-based routing allows a mobile node to route a
message based on the content of this message and related subscriptions. As a result,
if considering content as a general term of information3, the major difference be-
tween content-based routing and the previous mentioned content distribution is that
content-based routing for publish-subscribe enables a user to exploit subscription
to request more than one contents in advance, rather than requesting a particular
content. In [15][17], content is only forwarded to the nodes, which have the match-
ing subscriptions, thereby falling into the collectivist based approaches. Moreover,
[11][12] belong to extended collaboration based approaches, since it allows every
node h to assign a host utility Uh,i for each interest i it knows. Uh,i represents the
willingness of h to receive and carry messages matching the interest i. Note that
if h has a subscription of h, Uh,i is equal to 1, otherwise, it is calculated by using
Kalman filters based on the context attributes such as change degree of connectivity,
probability of subscriber co-location, residual energy and free buffer space. By us-
ing host utilities and forwarding utilities derived from mobility statistics, a message
can eventually be pushed to its destinations.

2.3 Opportunistic Content Distribution with Extended

Collaboration

As can be seen, extended collaboration based mechanisms allow each node to utilize
every arising delivery opportunity for future content delivery. In other words, in or-
der to achieve the overall content delivery, extended collaboration based opportunis-
tic content distribution allows a node to cache and carry its uninterested contents to
serve its future encounters. Therefore, it can achieve better performance over selfish
based strategy and traditional collectivist based strategy. However, buffer spaces in
mobile nodes and available wireless bandwidth are always limited. the main prob-
lem should be addressed is how an intermediate node can allocate its limited cache
space and wireless bandwidth to the uninterested contents to achieve the overall
delivery performance.

By considering the information employed by the node for making caching and
forwarding decisions, once an delivery opportunity occurs, extended collaboration
based mechanisms can be further classified as follows:

• Popularity− based approaches: In popularity-based approaches, the soliciting
and caching decisions are based the popularities of all potential contents. For ex-
ample, in [29], several popularity-based soliciting and caching approaches such

3 In content distribution, content could be a text file, a digital photo, a MP3 file, a video-clip, or
any piece of information.
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as most solicited, least solicited, uniform, inverse proportional and so on are pro-
posed. By fetching the most popular contents, most solicited strategy aims to
increase the probability that the future encounters will be interested in. The goal
of least solicited strategy is opposite to most solicited. It favors the contents with
less popularity. This is because popular contents will be available anyway in the
storage spaces of many other mobile nodes, thereby it might be more useful to
cache unpopular contents in order to improve the performance of those rare con-
tents. However, the cache space of the nodes could be filled up with the unpopular
contents that never be downloaded by the future encounters. As a consequence,
inverse proportional strategy is proposed to solicit and cache a content with a
probability, which is inverse proportional to the popularity of the content. More-
over, with uniform soliciting and caching approach, all contents are considered
equally and independent of their popularity, therefore, the uninterested contents
are solicited randomly from the encounters.

• Mobility−based approaches: As mentioned in Chapter 1, mobility statistics are
widely considered by the majority of SCF routing protocols to achieve the routing
performance. Similarly, mobility statistics can also be employed for opportunistic
content distribution with extended collaboration. For example, in Osmosis [20],
mobility information is considered to achieve the delivery performance of oppor-
tunistic file sharing. However, in Osmosis, the response content of each content
request is served by the network independently, just as a message treated by the
proposed SCF routing schemes. In other words, the popularity of the content is
never addressed by Osmosis.

• Network − aware approaches: In order to further achieve the delivery perfor-
mance, mobility characteristics together with the content popularity are jointly
considered by network-aware approaches. In network-aware approaches, to de-
termine which contents can attain the caching opportunity (i.e., which contents
have higher probability to be downloaded by the future encounters), the popu-
larity of the contents, the historical mobility statistics are taken into account for
content evaluation. In the following subsection, network-aware approaches will
be explained in details.

2.4 Optimized Opportunistic Content Distribution Framework

This section introduces an optimized opportunistic content distribution framework
for ICMANs, and accordingly proposes a Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) based
decision-making mechanism for every node to solicit and cache the preferred con-
tent for the future encounters. It belongs to Extended Collaboration based mecha-
nisms with network-aware approaches. The major material presented in this section
has contributed to [35]. Note that GRA is a multi-criteria based decision-making
algorithm that selects the optimal option by comparing the similarity between each
option and the ideal reference vector [42]. Interested readers may refer to [42] for
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a detailed description of GRA algorithms, while [36] details the incorporation of
GRA in formulating unicast routing approaches for ICMANs.

2.4.1 Framework Design

In the proposed content distribution framework, based on the traces related to hu-
man mobility (e.g., [28][9]), the content disseminating opportunity is assumed to
only occur when any two mobile nodes encounter each other. Moreover, in order
to facilitate the idea of extended collaboration [28] mentioned earlier, every node
works simultaneously as a content publisher, a content consumer and a content car-
rier. Note that for a certain content, the content publisher is its source node and the
corresponding content consumers are a group of nodes that are interested in it and
have accordingly sent out their content requests. Moreover, for such a content, the
content carriers are another set of nodes that themselves do not have any interest
in the content, but can still cache and carry it to serve its future encounters, which
may belong to the corresponding consumer group. Content carrier is a key role in-
troduced to improve the overall delivery performance, while the storage space that
is reserved for this purpose is defined as cache in this Chapter. In other words, in
the proposed framework, apart from downloading its interested contents from the
encounter, a node can also solicit and cache its uninterested contents from the en-
countering node for future dissemination based on the size of its cache. Additionally,
every node is assumed to have an unlimited buffer space (i.e., private space) to store
its interested contents and published contents while only a restricted cache space
(public space) is reserved for the uninterested contents due to the limitation of the
buffer space. This is largely because whenever a node wants to publish or download
a content, it should have enough available storage space for it, while few people
would like to share all buffer space with others. Note that all stored interested con-
tents and cached uninterested contents of a node are available for all other nodes
to download or solicit. Additionally, the content size itself has to be chosen so that
allows at least one content can be forwarded during an encountering duration.

Since extended collaboration is utilized, performance of the proposed framework
is largely determined by the efficiency of the limited cache usage, while to improve
the efficiency of the corresponding soliciting and caching decision-making strategy,
all content requests (i.e., the interests of content) are sprayed and stored over the
network. This is because that the eventual destinations of a content are actually rep-
resented by its related content requests. Furthermore, to help other nodes update
their cached contents with minimum delay, a notification of being served (i.e., anti-
packet [16]) is generated and sprayed over the network whenever a mobile node
receives one of its interested contents. Upon reception, an intermediate node can
also remove its related content requests. In addition, since comparing to the con-
tent, the size of the content request can be ignored, every mobile node is assumed
to have an unlimited space to store all received content requests. To further enhance
the performance of the soliciting and caching decision-making strategy, the history
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of encountering information about non-random mobility in human related environ-
ments are also considered together with the content requests.

2.4.2 GRA based Soliciting and Caching Strategy (GSCS)

Due to the cache constraints as well as limited transmission capacity emerged be-
tween two encountering nodes, soliciting and caching opportunity cannot be pro-
vided to every possible content that they are not interested in. Therefore, the basic
idea behind the proposed soliciting and caching strategy is to prioritize all these un-
interested contents that can be cached, and accordingly solicit the more preferred
contents from the encountering node. Such solicited and cached contents (i.e., more
preferred contents) should have higher probability to be requested, downloaded or
satisfied by the future encounters. Additionally, if the caching buffer is full, then
less-preferred contents should be dropped to accommodate the preferred contents.
However, the content itself cannot provide any information for prioritization since
all related information comes from the interested users. For instance, the popularity
of a content is determined by the number of requests it attracts (i.e., the number of
users that have the common interest on the content). Conversely, many attributes af-
fect the ability of a node to cache a content to serve a particular interested user. For
example, an intermediate node may have various delivery probabilities for different
users due to the non-random nature of the mobility, while a user may also have dif-
ferent preferences for different interested contents. Therefore, in order to rank the
contents waiting for caching, the related cached requests have to be evaluated first.

There are assumed N total mobile nodes, while for a node i, its cache size is
represented as Bi i.e., node i can cache up to Bi uninterested contents. Moreover,
let (x,y) be any pair of two encountering nodes at a time instance t while excluding
those interested contents and published contents, there are Mx,t total distinct unin-
terested contents that are waiting for caching decisions from node x. To simplify the
notation, M is employed in the future to represent Mx,t . Note that each such content
has already been cached by node x or is available in node y for solicitation, while to
simplify the formulating procedure, each of them is assigned a label m (m ∈ [1,M])
to classify itself. Furthermore, for a content m, there are Lm related cached requests,
each of which is defined as rm,l , l ∈ Lm. In addition, each requests has K total at-
tributes and value of the k-th attribute of rm,l is represented as rm,l(k).

Each rm,l is evaluated by GRA through Grey Relational Grade (GRG), which
describes the similarity between rm,l and a reference vector R, which is a sequence
representation of the most preferred values of all attributes for evaluation. Therefore,
the less the difference is, the more preferable to be served by node x is rm,l . The GRG
of rm,l is carried out by utilizing

ΓR,rm,l =
K

∑
k=1

ωkξR,rm,l (k) (2.1)
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where ωk is the weight of the k-th attribute and ξR,rm,l (k) is the Grey Relational
Coefficient (GRC) for rm,l(k), which is calculated as follows,

ξR,rm,l (k) =
Δmin +ζ Δmax

Δm,l(k)+ζΔmax
(2.2)

where
Δm,l(k) = |r∗m,l(k)−R(k)| (2.3)

Δmax = max
m,l

max
k

Δm,l(k) (2.4)

Δmin = min
m,l

min
k

Δm,l(k) (2.5)

and ζ ∈ [0,1] is employed to reduce the effect of Δmax. To quantify the effects on
cached request evaluation and to generate R, rm,l(k) is normalized as r∗m,l(k) un-
der situations: smaller-preferred and larger-preferred, where smaller-preferred is as-
sumed for minimizing the attributes while larger-preferred governs the maximiza-
tion effort. As can be seen from (2.1), the larger the GRG is, the less the difference
between the corresponding request and the most preferred option is. Upon calcu-
lating the GRGs of all rm,l , the evaluation of a content m is subsequently carried
as

Ω(m) =
Lm

∑
l=1

ΓR,rm,l (2.6)

Based on Ω(m), ranking of all possible contents is defined in an descending or-
der i.e., the larger is the Ω(m), the more preferable is the m. Once all contents
are ranked, the latest caching candidates can accordingly be determined by node x
based on its cache size Bx (i.e., top Bx candidates). Comparing to the current cached
contents, node x can easily find which missing contents it should solicit from its
encounter y while which existing contents should be dropped to accommodate these
solicited contents. However, owing to available bandwidth and content size, the en-
countering time between (x,y) may not allow x to solicit all its wanted contents.
Therefore, based on prioritization result, the soliciting opportunities are offered to
higher ranked candidates (i.e, the candidates with larger Ω(m)) as long as the en-
countering nodes remain within the transmission range. On receiving a solicited
uninterested content, if the cache is currently full, then the content with smallest
Ω(m) is dropped from the cache.

Note that if the preference to each attribute (i.e., ωk) is difficult to be given di-
rectly, the node can alteratively assign all relative preferences on a pairwise basis.
For example, for a situation with three attributes, instead of directly giving the cor-
responding ωk, the node can inform GRA like that: the first attribute is moderately
important over the second one and very strongly important over the third one, while
the second one is also moderately important over the third one. Analytical Hierar-
chy Process (AHP) [47], another multi-criteria based decision-making algorithm, is
then applied to check the consistency and derive the exact corresponding {ωk}, if
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consistency-checking is passed. Interested readers may refer to [47] for a detailed
description of AHP algorithms.

2.4.3 Considered Attributes

In order to employ GRA to evaluate every cached content request, the following
attributes are considered by the proposed framework.

2.4.3.1 Expected path length (Epath)

The first attribute considered at here is Epath, proposed in SEPR [52] and also uti-
lized in [36]. As explained in the previous Chapter (e.g., Fig. 1.6), Epath is computed
by a variation of Dijkstra algorithm and is a reasonable value to measure the dis-
tance or delivery probability between any two nodes. Based on its definition, Epath
between any two nodes actually represents the path with highest delivery probabil-
ity between them. Hence a node prefers to help serving a content request for which
it has smaller Epath or higher delivery probability.

In fact, to calculate Epath for every other known node, each node in the system
should maintain a table of meeting probabilities. Each node therefore has to collect
the encountering information, calculate its own meeting probabilities, and generate
the meeting probabilities update message with timestamp whenever it encounters
any other node. The update messages are diffused over the network through flood-
ing i.e., epidemic routing. In order to reduce the related overhead, such broadcast is
limited by employing a pre-defined time-to-live (TTL) value. On receiving meeting
probability update messages, each node only keeps the latest update message for
every other node (ensures the latest topological view), and accordingly performs the
Dijkstra algorithm to get the Epath of every possible content request. Moreover, by
exchanging meeting probabilities, the proposed framework ensures that two encoun-
tering nodes have the same topological view before evaluating any content requests.

2.4.3.2 Differential expected path length (ΔEpath)

Epath only indicates the likelihood of a certain node delivering a content to one of
its interested users. Hence, even though each node can get its own optimized result
based on its Epath, it may not be an optimized decision between the two nodes, since
the decisions made by the nodes are unrelated or even conflicted. It is therefore
necessary to find another attribute which can be exploited to make a collaborative
decision for every content request rm,l . Because of this, ΔEpath is incorporated in the
proposed framework. As illustrated in Fig. 2.2, assume that at time t, pair of nodes
(x,y) encounter each other, and a rm,l from node z is required to be served. ΔEpath
of rm,l for x and y can be calculated as follows:
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Fig. 2.2 Epath for content
request sm,l when (x,y) en-
counters each other.

),( zxEpath ),( zyEpath
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Content request rm ,l y

z

ΔEpath(x,y),z = Epathx,z −Epathy,z (2.7)

ΔEpath(y,x),z = Epathy,z −Epathx,z (2.8)

For every request, ΔEpath therefore indicates the difference between the delivery
probabilities of the two encountering nodes. In fact, ΔEpath illustrates the relative
preferences about the two encountering nodes for a rm,l when the system resources
are limited, and helps a node to avoid making selfish decisions. From (2.7) or (2.8)
and from the definition of Epath, it is clear that a node prefers to serve a rm,l for
which it has a smaller ΔEpath. This is because smaller ΔEpath denotes relatively
larger delivery probability to the destination.

2.4.3.3 Priority of the content request (Prior)

Although Epath and ΔEpath are proposed to improve the system performance from
the content disseminating perspective, to address user-centric service requirements,
more attributes or factors need to be utilized. To this effect, Prior is considered
by the proposed strategy to address different service requirements from users for
different contents. Here, Prior refers to the allocation of different priorities by the
users to different rm,l in accordance to their own content preferences. The larger
Prior is, more preferable the content request rm,l is. Hence, the proposed strategy
can offer better opportunities to higher priority rm,l when the system resources be-
come limited. Note that although in this Chapter only the priorities of the content
requests are considered as optional attributes for application awareness, any other
useful attributes from users can also easily be adopted by the proposed framework.

2.4.4 Procedure in Detail

Instead of always making decisions about which contents one node should forward
to the encountering node, in the proposed framework, the node just responses the
downloading or soliciting requests from its encounters. In other words, each node
determines and then selects the contents it prefers to store and carry in the future by
itself. This pull based mechanism helps to decrease the decision-related information
exchange between the nodes. In addition, it makes it easier for mobile nodes to cus-
tomize their own delivery configurations and to make reasonable delivery decisions
within their abilities.
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As such, the entire procedure when any two mobile nodes (x,y) encounter each
other can be summarized as below:

1. Both x and y update their meeting probabilities for all past encounters and ac-
cordingly generate their latest update messages with timestamp, respectively.

2. Such latest update messages as well as all other cached update messages from
other nodes are exchanged between pair (x,y) to allow them synchronize such
information. On receiving such mobility update messages, each node only caches
the latest update message for every other node based on the timestamp.

3. All cached content requests and anti-packets are exchanged as well. On receiving
such information, the node caches all new content requests and new anti-packets,
and accordingly deletes the corresponding served content requests based on the
newly received anti-packets.

4. Following the exchange of these information, the summaries of all available con-
tents are exchanged. Based on the received summaries, if there is any interested
contents, they are requested from the encountering node one by one as long as
pair (x,y) remain within the transmission range. Note that whenever a content
request is served, the node generates an anti-packet and spreads it over the net-
work.

5. After that, if pair (x,y) still can see each other, Dijkstra algorithm is then per-
formed to calculate Epath for every possible content request, and (2.7) and (2.8)
are employed by x and y to compute ΔEpath for each request, respectively. After
that, the proposed GRA-based content soliciting and caching strategy is sub-
sequently executed by node x and y, respectively, to carry out the soliciting
sequences and the dropping sequences. Such soliciting sequences are also per-
formed by the pair as long as they can see each other. If the buffer is currently
full, the dropping sequence is performed to accommodate any solicited content.

2.4.5 Performance Evaluation

2.4.5.1 Simulation Methodology

The proposed framework with GSCS is evaluated across various cache conditions
by using the OMNeT++ discrete event simulator. OMNeT++ is a C++ simulation
framework, primarily applied to the network simulation [54]. It has been widely
used to model different network architectures (e.g., photonic networks [10], con-
tent distribution networks [50], mobile IP networks [3], sensor networks [13][37],
mobile ad hoc networks [40], vehicular networks [57], etc.), numerous routing and
medium access control protocols (e.g., [55][60]), and even various web services
(e.g., [6][45]).

To provide average results, the simulations were carried out independently with
different seeds. In addition, the simulations are based on community based mobility
models, which can reflect the real-life mobility in a campus or in a city, and has
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Fig. 2.3 A community based
mobility model for simula-
tion.  

been extensively used in recent literature (e.g., [30]). Moreover, since the proposed
framework is based on the idea of extended collaboration, to facilitate the evaluation,
it is compared to another existing extended collaboration based approach [29] with
most solicited and uniform strategies. As mentioned earlier, the contents with higher
popularity are preferred by most solicited strategy as long as the encountering nodes
can see each other, while uniform strategy just solicits the contents randomly.

Note that a total of 96 nodes are deployed in the network. Every 12 nodes form
a group while the area is divided into 25 non-overlapped zones, each with an area
of 200 m×200 m (shown in Fig. 2.3). There are two public-zones (PZ1 and PZ2),
which are randomly selected from all zones. Every 12 nodes (i.e. per group) have
the same home-zone, which is also randomly picked up from all zones (excluding
the public-zones). Half of these 12 nodes select PZ1 as their preferred public-zone,
while the other half select PZ2. Note that the public-zone is an area that has a higher
probability of being visited by most of the nodes, while the home-zone has a higher
probability for a particular node. This reflects a fairly populated university campus
model.

The speed of the nodes is randomly chosen between [0.5 m/sec, 2 m/sec] to re-
flect pedestrian traffic while the pause time is uniformly distributed between [5 sec,
10 sec]. Once a node reaches its destination, the target of the next movement is
determined by the related destination selection probabilities (shown in Table 2.1).
Note that where the next destination should be largely depends on the present loca-
tion of the node. For example, as can be seen from Table 2.1, if the node is in its
home-zone, it has Phh opportunity to still pick a random spot in its home-zone as the
next destination, while the probability to select a spot belonging to the public-zone
or elsewhere is Php and 1−Phh −Php, respectively. It is evident from Table 2.1 that
after a specific node arrival at its present location and following the pause time, it
has the highest probability to pick a random spot in its home-zone.
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Table 2.1 Destination selection probabilities for nodes movement

From/To Home Public Elsewhere
Home Phh Php 1−Phh −Php
Public Pph Ppp 1−Pph −Ppp

Elsewhere Peh Pep 1−Peh −Pep

Php (1−Phh)php
Ppp (1−Pph)ppp
Pep (1−Peh)pep

Phh, php uniform(0.7, 0.85)
Pph, ppp uniform(0.7, 0.85)
Peh, pep uniform(0.8, 0.9)

2.4.5.2 Other parameters

Each node in the simulation has a transmission range of 10m to simulate the low
cost wireless connectivity such as Bluetooth. As such, the available bandwidth of
each node is 1Mbps. Note that in order to focus on the performance of different
content distributing mechanisms, the details of the underlying wireless channels
(e.g., co-channel interference and multi-path induced fading) are not simulated. This
is largely because in terms of ICMAN, at most of time, communicating opportunity
only occurs between any two encountering nodes, and thereby such underlying radio
channel conditions should not influence the results. The simulation continues for 4
hours i.e., 14400 sec, where after the first 2000 sec, the system generates the content
every 10 sec for another 10000 sec.

Pareto distribution is employed here to model the distribution of the content pop-
ularity. It is understood that highly popular contents only exhibit a small portion
of the overall Internet contents [7]. In addition, similar assumption is made for the
distribution of the content publishers, since most of the Internet contents are gener-
ated by a small percentage of its users, while others merely use those contents. The
probability density function (pdf) of Pareto distribution is given by

f (x;k,xm) =
kxk

m

xk+1 (2.9)

For content publisher selection, k = 1 and xm = 1 while content popularity decision
follows k = 1.5 and xm = 1. Furthermore, the consumers of a certain content are ran-
domly selected after its popularity is determined, while to simulate the user-centric
requirements, the content preference of each consumer is also randomly selected
from the values of 1, 2, 3 with higher priority content request being the preferred
option. Each content is assumed to have the same size (128kB is used here to simu-
late ringtones, wallpaper, etc. for mobile phones).

2.4.5.3 Performance Measurements

The major metrics considered in the network for evaluating performance include
overall request served ratio (Ratioors) and the overall content caching cost (Costcnt )
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and end-to-end request serving delay. Ratioors and Costcnt can be defined as follows:

Ratioors =
Total served requests

Total requests
(2.10)

Costcnt =
Total content caching times

Total served requests
(2.11)

In other words, Ratioors defines how many content requests can be successfully
served by a certain strategy, while Costcnt investigates the overhead of the network
on account of content caching. In addition, cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of serving delay for all requests shows the distribution of the serving delay, i.e.,
how many requests are successfully served by considering a specific requirement of
latency.

2.4.5.4 Simulation Results

Fig. 2.4 provides a comparison between GSCS and most solicited and uniform
strategies in terms of Ratioors. Note that in GSCS-i jk, i, j and k denote the relative
importance of Epath, ΔEpath and Prior, respectively. In addition, the caching size 0
implies the nodes only download and share the contents of their interests. In other
words, the caching size 0 actually represents the collectivist based content distribu-
tion [28], since every node in the network does not have any space for the contents
it is not interested in, and a content is only downloaded and stored by its interested
users. Even though, “No caching” or collectivist based content distribution does not
need any content soliciting and caching strategy, it is a benchmark for all extended
collaboration based approaches with different soliciting and caching strategies. As
expected, in terms of Ratioors, all extended collaboration based approaches have
considerably better performance than collectivist based approach, even if a small
cache size is employed by the nodes. Furthermore, such performance of all extended
collaboration based approaches increases when the nodes utilize larger buffer size
to cache their uninterested contents for the future encounters. Moreover, for the ex-
tended collaboration based approaches, the proposed GSCS performs better than
both most solicited and uniform strategies over a range of caching sizes. The perfor-
mance improvement of GSCS can be attributed to the multi-attributes based content
selection by combining the content popularity with the node mobility, since GSCS
allows a node to solicit and cache a content that has a higher probability to success-
fully satisfy and serve its future encounters.

The variation in the GSCS parametric values implies that different configurations
of the relative importance of the GSCS factors can provide degree of performance
differentiation. For example, as shown in Fig. 2.5, with different relative weight
configurations, it is possible to achieve higher serving rates for the high priority
content requests (priority 3 in this case) in resource limited environments.

In terms of Costcnt , the performance comparison is depicted in Fig. 2.6. While
Fig. 2.4 considers successful served content requests, Fig. 2.6 investigates the con-
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Fig. 2.5 Comparison of overall request served ratio for various strategies (cache size = 40).

tent delivery overhead of the network on account of content caching cost. As can be
seen, comparing to the collectivist based approach, the delivery performance of the
extended collaboration based approaches is achieved at the cost of cache utilization.
Moreover, the larger is the cache space, the higher is the content delivery over-
head (i.e., Costcnt ). This is because that all these simulated extended collaboration
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Fig. 2.7 CDFs of end-to-end request serving delay (cache size = 40).

approaches try to utilize every possible cache space for future distribution. Addi-
tionally, as shown in Fig. 2.6, despite the successful delivery ratio is achieved, in
terms of Costcnt , GSCS just has a similar performance to the most solicited strategy,
while is considerable better than the uniform strategy.
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Conversely, Fig. 2.7 illustrates a CDF (cumulative distribution function) of end-
to-end request serving delay for uniform, most solicited and different configurations
of GSCS (cache size is 40). As is illustrated, despite GSCS offers the best perfor-
mance in terms of Ratioors, the performance of its actual serving delay is also better
than other strategies.

2.5 Cooperative Opportunistic Content Dissemination

As illustrated in previous sections, the most desirable technique to improve the ef-
ficiency of opportunistic content dissemination is to allow the intermediate nodes
to solicit and cache their uninterested contents according to the available buffers so
that it can better serve its potential encounters in the future [28][29]. However, in
all extended collaboration based mechanisms, every intermediate node only makes
its content disseminating decisions independently whenever it encounters any other
node. Even though each node can get its own optimized soliciting and caching de-
cisions for future content dissemination, it may not be an optimized decision be-
tween two encountering nodes. Hence, this section focuses on employing the idea
of “cooperative” to redesign the proposed opportunistic content distribution frame-
work presented in previous section to further enhance the delivery performance.
Accordingly, a cooperative cache-based content distribution framework (CCCDF)
is designed to allow the two encountering nodes to work together to carry out
the cooperative soliciting and caching strategies when the resources become con-
strained. One significantly novel aspect of CCCDF is that two cooperative content
disseminating strategies are introduced for the encountering nodes to make pair-
wise soliciting and caching decisions even under restricted resource conditions such
as storage space and link bandwidth. The two strategies are presented for different
motivations: CCCDF (Optimal) is an optimal strategy to maximize the overall con-
tent delivery performance while the other one, CCCDF (Max-Min), is a cooperative
strategy to share the limited network resources among the contents in a Max-Min
fairness manner [38] no matter how popular the content is. To carry out such cooper-
ative strategies, a theoretical analyzing scheme is first developed to take into account
all information, such as nodes mobility characteristics, content requests and buffer
spaces, that are relevant for opportunistic content dissemination in ICMANs. More-
over, due to intermittent connectivity, it is difficult to get all needed information on
time, thereby, a simplified local policy based on estimated information is proposed
to carry out the final practical cooperative strategies. To evaluate the proposed CC-
CDF with different strategies, various content popularity distributions as well as
two different mobility patterns are investigated in the section. Note that the major
material presented in this section has contributed to [33][34].
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Fig. 2.8 An example of wire-
less cooperative communica-
tion (node R acts a relay for
node S).
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2.5.1 Cooperation in Wireless Networks

The idea of “cooperative” in the wireless environments is not entirely new. “Cooper-
ative communications” on the physical layer for wireless networks are firstly gained
much research interest. In cooperative communications, single antenna portable de-
vices are allowed to share their antennas in a cooperative manner to form a vir-
tual multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system to achieve transmission diver-
sity [43]. As shown in Fig. 2.8, each wireless user is assumed to be not only an
information sender, but also a cooperative relay to help any other user forward its
information to its receiver. Accordingly, various cooperative techniques [43] such as
decode and forward methods, amplify and forward methods, coded cooperation and
relay selection schemes for different motivations have been introduced. For instance,
in [61], energy-efficient cooperative communication is explained for wireless sensor
networks based on power control and selective single-relay scheme, while a cooper-
ative transmission scheme based on distributed space-time block coding is presented
in [62] for a clustered wireless sensor network. In addition, in [23] and [21], coded
cooperation is achieved through channel coding schemes. Moreover, in [32], coop-
erative communications in physical layer are integrated with medium access control
(MAC) layer for wireless LANs to achieve throughput, delay and energy efficiency.

By taking advantage of the broadcast nature of the wireless medium and the
transmission side diversity [24], in various wireless ad hoc, sensor and mesh net-
works with highly node density (as shown in Fig. 2.9), the cooperative multi-hop
routing problem on the network layer has been recently considered in the literature
as well. It has been proved that designing a cooperative routing algorithm can also
lead to significant energy savings. In [22], the minimum power cooperative rout-
ing (MPCR) algorithm, a distributed cooperative routing algorithm, is introduced
to choose the minimum-power route while guaranteeing the desired quality of ser-
vice (QoS) parameters. By jointly investigating the problem of contention avoidance
among multiple links in MAC layer and routing selection in network layer, a dis-
tributed cooperative routing scheme based on the concept of virtual node and virtual
link is developed in [59] to achieve the total transmission power savings for multi-
source multi-destination multi-hop wireless networks. While another energy effi-
cient cooperative routing is considered for the distributed detection of a correlated
Gaussian area in large sensor networks [51]. In addition, two different cross-layer
optimization frameworks are considered in [27], one is to minimize the total power
consumption for joint routing and cooperative resource allocation while the other
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Fig. 2.9 An example of wire-
less cooperative routing for
wireless ad hoc, sensor and
mesh networks.
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framework incorporates a utility-based congestion control to make a tradeoff be-
tween total power consumption minimization and the sum rate utility maximization.
Apart from achieving considerable energy efficiency, [18] proposes a distributed ro-
bust cooperative routing protocol to enhance the robustness of routing against path
breakage for mobile wireless sensor networks.

Cooperative diversity can also be utilized to increase transmission reliability and
obtain high throughput in the face of lossy wireless links. In the literature, the coop-
erative routing technologies proposed for this purpose are also referred to as oppor-
tunistic protocols [5], opportunistic forwarding or opportunistic routing (OR) [31]4.
In OR, the actual node which acts as a forwarder is not known a priori by the sender,
but rather is determined after the broadcast based transmission has taken place. In
other words, every packet is broadcasted at first, while the exact forwarder is ac-
cordingly selected only after the set of nodes which actually received the packet is
learned. By trying multiple lossy links concurrently, OR results in high expected
progress per transmission. Extreme OR (ExOR) [4] is such an example that adapts
cooperative diversity to standard IEEE 802.11. In ExOR, the exact forwarder is
selected from the forwarder list prioritized based on expected transmission count
(ETX) to the destination: the smaller the ETX, the higher the priority. Moreover, ge-
ographic random forwarding (GeRaF) [63] employs location information to choose
and prioritize the forwarder set while multirate geographic opportunistic routing
(MGOR) is investigated in [58] to achieves higher throughput and lower delay by
incorporating the rate adaptation and candidate-selection algorithm. In addition, in
MAC-Independent opportunistic routing and encoding (MORE) protocol [8], op-
portunistic routing is integrated with intra-flow network coding to achieve better
performance than ExOR, while practical inter-flow network coding and opportunis-
tic routing are combined together in [56] to improve the throughput of Wireless
Mesh Networks (WMNs).

4 The reader should distinguish the concept of opportunistic routing from the opportunistic network
introduced in Chapter 1 and understand the differences between them.
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2.5.2 Cooperative Cache-based Content Distribution Framework
(CCCDF)

In the proposed CCCDF, the idea of “cooperative” works by allowing two encoun-
tering nodes to work jointly as a pair group to make delivery decisions for each
content instead of working independently. Two decision-making strategies are in-
vestigated in this section, while the optimal cooperative disseminating strategy is
studied firstly followed by the Max-Min cooperative disseminating strategy. Note
that as mentioned in the previous Section, in order to adopt the idea of extended
collaboration, every mobile node works simultaneously as a content publisher, a
content consumer, and a content carrier, while the content dissemination only hap-
pens when any two nodes encounter each other. In addition, content disseminating
decisions carried out by the strategies include interested content soliciting, uninter-
ested content caching (i.e., uninterested content soliciting and dropping).

2.5.2.1 Optimal Cooperative Disseminating Strategy

In this subsection, the required assumptions are illustrated firstly, then the optimal
cooperative caching strategy is accordingly investigated followed by the optimal
cooperative interested content soliciting strategy.

N total mobile nodes are assumed in the network, while every node i has an un-
limited buffer space (i.e., private space) to store its interested contents and published
contents while a restricted cache space (public space) is reserved for the uninterested
contents due to the limitation of the buffer space. For a node i, its cache size is repre-
sented as Bi, i.e., node i can cache up to Bi uninterested contents. Since comparing
to the content, the size of content request can be ignored, every node is assumed
to have an unlimited space to store all received content requests. As mentioned in
the previous Section, the content size itself has to be chosen so that allows at least
one content can be forwarded during an encountering duration. To eliminate regular
maintaining overhead for the content requests, every content request is assumed to
have an expiry time e. After this time is elapsed, if the content request still cannot
be served, it is no more useful to the user and should be removed by all possible
intermediate nodes from the storage. Moreover, a notification of being served (i.e.,
anti-packet [16]) also is generated and sprayed over the network whenever a content
consumer receives its interested contents. On receiving it, an intermediate node can
accordingly remove its related content request.

To formulate cooperative disseminating policies, instead of making any assump-
tion about a particular mobility model involved, here, only the inter-encountering
time between each pair of mobile nodes is assumed to follow the exponential distri-
bution. Similar mobility assumptions are employed in [25][26][2], since most pop-
ular mobility models such as Random Waypoint, Random Direction [14] and even
other community based mobility model [49] have been proved to have such a prop-
erty.
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Let ti, j(n) be the n-th encountering time between nodes i and j, then the n-th
inter-encountering time τi, j(n) between nodes i and j can be defined as follows:

τi, j(n) = ti, j(n+1)− ti, j(n)

By calculating the expected value of τi, j(n), E[τi, j], then the meeting rates λi, j be-
tween nodes i and j can be carried as 1/E[τi, j].

Let (x,y) be any pair of two encountering nodes at a time instance t while exclud-
ing those interested contents, there are M(x,y),t total distinct contents that are waiting
for caching decisions from (x,y). Note that to simplify the notation, M is employed
in the future to represent M(x,y),t . In addition, each such content is uninterested by at
least one of (x,y) while to simply the formulating procedure, it is assigned a label m
(m ∈ [1,M]) to classify itself. Furthermore, vectors of the potential caching content
candidates of x and y at t are defined as follows:

U :=(um)M − Vector of potential caching candidates for node x, where

um =

{
1 if content m can be cached by node x
0 elsewhere

V :=(vm)M − Vector of potential caching candidates for node y, where

vm =

{
1 if content m can be cached by node y
0 elsewhere

In addition, the following information of such M contents is also assumed to be
known by (x,y) at t,

C :=(cm,n)M×N − Matrix of content replications across the network at t, where

cm,n =

{
1 if content m is stored or cahed in node n
0 elsewhere

R :=(rm,n)M×N − Matrix of related content requests at t, where

rm,n =

{
1 if content m is requested by node n
0 elsewhere

E := (em,n)M×N − Matrix of expiry time of related content requests

G := (gm,n)M×N − Matrix of remaining time of related content requests
at t, where G = E− t

Note that all these assumptions are summarized in Table 2.2.
Given the above problem settings, a key question to answer is as follows: If

(x,y) can make any cooperative content soliciting and caching decisions under the
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Table 2.2 Summarized assumptions

N Number of mobile nodes
Bi Cache size of any node i, i ∈ [1,N]
Λ := (λi, j)N×N Matrix of meeting rates
t any time instant
(x,y) any pair of two encountering nodes x (x,y ∈ [1,N]))
M total distinct contents that can be cached by (x,y) at t
U := (um)M Vector of potential caching candidates for node x at t
V := (vm)M Vector of potential caching candidates for node y at t
C := (cm,n)M×N Matrix of replications of M contents across the network at t
R := (rm,n)M×N Matrix of related requests of M contents at t
E := (em,n)M×N Matrix of expiry time of R

G := (gm,n)M×N Matrix of remaining time of R at t

restriction of wireless bandwidth and cache spaces, which combination of Û and V̂

should be considered so as to maximize overall content request served ratio. Here
Û and V̂, the final caching decisions of nodes x and y for their possible caching
candidates U and V, respectively, are defined as follows:

Û := (ûm)M − Vector of final caching candidates for node x, where

ûm =

{
1 if content m will be cached by node x
0 elsewhere

V̂ := (v̂m)M − Vector of final caching candidates for node y, where

v̂m =

{
1 if content m will be cached by node y
0 elsewhere

subject to

ûm ≤ um

v̂m ≤ vm

M

∑
m=1

ûm ≡ min(Bx,M)

M

∑
m=1

v̂m ≡ min(By,M)

As can be seen, the final caching contents only can be picked up by nodes x and y
from the potential caching candidates U and V, respectively.

Due to the exponential distribution, probability of a content request from node
n for content m (i.e., rm,n ≡ 1) that cannot be served by a content m holder k (i.e.,
cm,k ≡ 1) in its remaining time (i.e., gm,n) can be derived as follows:
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pm,n,k = exp(−gm,nλk,n) (2.12)

Accordingly, pm,n, the total probability of such request that cannot be served by the
whole network in gm,n without considering pair (x,y), is represented as follows:

pm,n =
N(k �=x,y,n)

∏
k=1

exp(−gm,nλk,n)
cm,k

= exp(−gm,n

N(k �=x,y,n)

∑
k=1

cm,kλk,n) (2.13)

Therefore, p̂m,n, the total probability of such request that cannot be served by the
network in gm,n after a cooperative caching decision is made by pair (x,y), can be
defined as follows,

p̂m,n = pm,n p ûm
m,n,x p v̂m

m,n,y (2.14)

where

pm,n,x = exp(−gm,nλx,n) (2.15)
pm,n,y = exp(−gm,nλy,n) (2.16)

Moreover, by defining random variables Xm,n and X̂m,n as

Xm,n =

⎧⎨
⎩

1, rm,n can be served by the network
during gm,n without considering (x,y);

0, elsewhere

X̂m,n =

⎧⎨
⎩

1, rm,n can be served by the network
during gm,n by considering (x,y);

0, elsewhere

respectively, the expected values of Xm,n and X̂m,n can accordingly be represented as

E(Xm,n) = Pr(Xm,n = 1) = 1− pm,n (2.17)

E(X̂m,n) = Pr(X̂m,n = 1) = 1− p̂m,n (2.18)

since Xm,n and X̂m,n follow Bernoulli distribution. Accordingly, for all independent
requests related with m, by defining random variable X̂m as total number of requests
that can be served by the system after the cooperative caching decision is made by
pair (x,y), its expected value can be represented as follows:
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E[X̂m] =
N

∑
n=1

rm,n(1− p̂m,n)

=
N

∑
n=1

rm,n(1− pm,n p ûm
m,n,x p v̂m

m,n,y) (2.19)

Moreover, if a random variable X̂ is defined as total number of successfully served
content requests for all known content candidates after the cooperative caching de-
cision is made by pair (x,y), the expected value of X̂ can be carried out as below:

E[X̂ ] =
M

∑
m=1

E[X̂m]

=
M

∑
m=1

N

∑
n=1

rm,n(1− pm,n p ûm
m,n,x p v̂m

m,n,y) (2.20)

Similarly, for all independent requests related with m, if random variable Xm is de-
fined as total number of requests that can be served by the system without help from
pair (x,y), its expected value can be represented as follows:

E[Xm] =
N

∑
n=1

rm,n(1− pm,n) (2.21)

while the expected value of X , total number of successfully served content requests
for all known content candidates without help from pair (x,y), can subsequently be
represented as below:

E[X ] =
M

∑
m=1

N

∑
n=1

rm,n(1− pm,n) (2.22)

Note that in order to maximize overall content request served ratio, E[X̂ ] should
be maximized by pair (x,y), hence the optimal content caching strategy is to find Û

and V̂ satisfying the following criteria:

(Û, V̂) = argmax[E[X̂ ]] (2.23)

Moreover, as can be seen from (2.22), E[X ] is a constant value. Therefore, (2.23)
can alternatively be expressed as follows:

(Û, V̂) = argmax[E[X̂ ]−E[X ]] (2.24)

Let Δ = E[X̂ ]−E[X ], therefore,
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Δ =
M

∑
m=1

Δm

=
M

∑
m=1

N

∑
n=1

rm,n pm,n(1− p ûm
m,n,x p v̂m

m,n,y) (2.25)

As can be seen from (2.25), Δm = ∑N
n=1 rm,n pm,n(1− p ûm

m,n,x p v̂m
m,n,y) is a non-negative

value representing a margin expected value of total served requests that pair (x,y)
can offer content m. Therefore, to achieve (2.23) or (2.24), Û and V̂ can be obtained
by always offering the cache space to the content with the maximized Δm until the
cache space in pair (x,y) is full.

As a consequence, the system calculates the margin expected value of total served
requests for every content m by assuming only one buffer space in nodes x or y can
be offered firstly, i.e.,

Δm(x) =
N

∑
n=1

rm,n pm,n(1− pm,n,x) (2.26)

Δm(y) =
N

∑
n=1

rm,n pm,n(1− pm,n,y) (2.27)

Then, if Δm(x) is greater than Δm(y), Δm(y|x) is computed instead of Δm(y), i.e.,

Δm(y) = Δm(y|x) =
N

∑
n=1

rm,n pm,n pm,n,x(1− pm,n,y) (2.28)

otherwise,

Δm(x) = Δm(x|y) =
N

∑
n=1

rm,n pm,n pm,n,y(1− pm,n,x) (2.29)

Note that, if a content m can be only cached by node x (which means that node y is
interested in m and has downloaded it), we only calculate Δm(x) from (2.29), and
vice versa. After that, by prioritizing all Δm(x) and Δm(y) in a descending order,
we can finally find the optimal decision for Û and V̂. By comparing Û and V̂ to
currently cached content candidates, node x and y can learn which contents to solicit
from each other while which contents to drop from the cache. Obviously, if M ≤
min(Bx,By), the optimal policy is to cache all uninterested content candidates in
both nodes x and y.

As can be seen from (2.26) - (2.29), in order to carry out the optimal cooperative
caching strategy, the latest information such as Λ and C are required. However, be-
cause of intermittent connectivity, it is difficult for the intermediate nodes to collect
all these latest information on time in the ICMANs context. Moreover, to maintain
Λ and C, each node also has to collect the latest information about its meeting rates
with all other nodes as well as all its stored contents and accordingly spreads them
over the network regularly. Such maintaining overhead dominates control overhead
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as the network size and the buffer sizes increase. Therefore, the equations expressed
earlier have to be simplified.

Note that if the average meeting rate λ̃i of each node i to all other nodes, i.e.,

λ̃i =
1

N −1

N( j �=i)

∑
j=1

λi, j (2.30)

is employed instead, pm,n can be approximated as follows,

pm,n ≈ p̃m,n = exp(−gm,nλ̃nlm) (2.31)

where lm is the existing number of stored content m over the network excluding pair
(x,y). Accordingly, (2.26) - (2.29) can be represented as follows:

Δm(x)≈
N

∑
n=1

rm,n p̃m,n(1− pm,n,x) (2.32)

Δm(y)≈
N

∑
n=1

rm,n p̃m,n(1− pm,n,y) (2.33)

Δm(y) = Δm(y|x)≈
N

∑
n=1

rm,n p̃m,n pm,n,x(1− pm,n,y) (2.34)

Δm(x) = Δm(x|y)≈
N

∑
n=1

rm,n p̃m,n pm,n,y(1− pm,n,x) (2.35)

Now every node i just needs to flood its λ̃i across the network regularly to enable
all other nodes maintain Λ̃ while instead of collecting C, every node only has to
estimate lm for each possible content m. Note that for every cached content, an
intermediate node knows that there is always a publisher. Besides, an intermediate
node also can learn from the cached anti-packets that for every cached content, up
to now at least how many corresponding consumers in the system have permanently
stored it. Combining these two together actually is the lower bound of lm, therefore
to simplify our process, we just use this value to approximate the actual lm.

The former optimal cooperative content caching and dropping policy is achieved
without addressing the limitation of link bandwidth or the encountering duration.
However, owing to available bandwidth and the content size, the encountering time
between pair (x,y) may not allow transfer of all solicited contents. Therefore, based
on prioritization result, the soliciting opportunities is offered to higher ranked can-
didates (i.e, the candidates with larger Δm(x) or Δm(y)) as long as the encountering
nodes remain within the transmission range. On receiving a solicited uninterested
content, if the cache is currently full, then the content with smallest Δm(x) or Δm(y)
is dropped from the cache.
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Actually, the encountering time between pair (x,y) may be also not long enough
to finish soliciting their interested contents. Therefore, similar ranking procedure
can be utilized for such interested contents as well. The margin expected value of
total served requests of all interested contents for node x, which can be downloaded
from node y, are computed based on (2.32) while such values of interested contents
for node y are carried out according to (2.33). After that, the soliciting opportunity
is assigned to the interested contents with higher ranked results.

2.5.2.2 Max-Min Fairness Cooperative Disseminating Strategy

In the optimal cooperative disseminating strategy, resources (wireless link, private
and public spaces) are allocated to maximize overall content request served prob-
ability. However, such strategy cannot ensure that the available network resources
are shared among the contents in a fair manner. For example, the requests for a
popular content may easily get more downloading opportunities since the content
are available anyway in the private spaces of more users. As a result, a Max-Min
fairness based cooperative disseminating strategy is proposed here to improve the
delivery opportunity for the unpopular contents. The Max-Min fairness [38][46][19]
is a well-known fairness criterion that has been applied to resource managements in
different areas such as rate control, flow control, wireless scheduling and multicast
protocols. It gives the most poorly treated user the largest possible resources, while
not unnecessarily wasting any resources. Here a cache space and wireless link allo-
cation is said to be Max-Min fairness when it is impossible to increase the expected
serving probability of a content without reducing the probability of another content
with a worse served performance. In other words, it is a Max-Min fairness alloca-
tion when: Firstly, the expected serving probability of the worst served content is
maximized; secondly, the expected serving probability of the second worst served
content is maximized, etc.

Based on previously defined E[Xm], the expected served ratio of a content m
(Rsrvd(m)) without considering (x,y) can be defined as follows:

Rsrvd(m) =
q(m)+E[Xm]

q(m)+∑N
n=1 rm,n

≈ q(m)+∑N
n=1 rm,n(1− p̃m,n)

q(m)+∑N
n=1 rm,n

(2.36)

where q(m) indicates the number of already served requests of content m while p̃m,n
is utilized to approximate pm,n. Accordingly, the expected served ratio of a content m
by only considering node x (Rsrvd−x(m)) or y (Rsrvd−y(m)) can be defined as follows:

Rsrvd−x(m)≈ q(m)+∑N
n=1 rm,n(1− p̃m,n pm,n,x)

q(m)+∑N
n=1 rm,n

(2.37)
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Rsrvd−y(m)≈ q(m)+∑N
n=1 rm,n(1− p̃m,n pm,n,y)

q(m)+∑N
n=1 rm,n

(2.38)

Based on (2.36) - (2.38), the Max-Min fairness based cooperative caching policy
can eventually be carried out as follows: All caching candidates are ranked based on
their Rsrvd(m) in an ascending order firstly, while the candidate with smallest value
will be offered a caching opportunity by (x,y). If the related Rsrvd−x(m) is greater
than Rsrvd−y(m), such an opportunity comes from x; otherwise, it is allocated from
y. After that, this candidate is updated with a new expected value and all contents are
ranked again. Such process is continued until all caching spaces are assigned out or
all content candidates get the cache spaces that they want. Note that if the latest and
the lowest ranked candidate only needs a caching space from one node, it is offered
by the corresponding node directly and is removed from the ranking procedure.
Moreover, if necessary, such cache space allocation sequence also is the wireless
access sequence while its reverse sequence represents the dropping sequence when
the cache space is full. A similar procedure can be utilized for the interested contents
as well.

2.5.3 Procedure in Detail

Comparing to the framework proposed in the previous Section, where each node just
makes its independent soliciting and dropping decision, even though all nodes work
together to collect all required information, CCCDF employs the idea of “cooper-
ative”. Therefore, the previous proposed procedure cannot be used directly here.
Hence, in this subsection, the procedure of CCCDF is explained in detail.

Note that in the proposed CCCDF, only one of CCCDF (Optimal) and CCCDF
(Max-Min) is needed. Moreover, once it is determined, only one node has to make
the cooperative decisions when (x,y) encounter each other. If we assume x < y,
then we let node x make such cooperative decisions for both of them, therefore the
procedure can be summarized as below:

1. Both nodes update their λ for all past encounters and accordingly calculate and
generate the latest update message of λ̃x and λ̃y with timestamp, respectively.

2. To assist content soliciting procedure, such latest average meeting rate update
message as well as all other cached update messages for λ̃k,k ∈ [1,N] are ex-
changed between (x,y) to allow them synchronize such information. On receiv-
ing such mobility update messages, each node only caches the latest λ̃k for every
other node based on the timestamp. Moreover, all cached content requests and
anti-packets are exchanged as well. On receiving such information, the node only
caches all new requests and new anti-packets, and deletes the cached requests,
which have already been served, based on newly received anti-packets.

3. After that, node y forwards the summaries of its available contents and its lat-
est meeting rates λy,k,k ∈ [1,N] to node x. Upon reception, node x accordingly
employs the soliciting strategy for the interested contents to find the correspond-
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ing soliciting sequence for both nodes. Such soliciting sequence is performed as
long as (x,y) remain within the transmission range. Note that whenever a con-
tent request is served, the node generates an anti-packet and spreads it over the
network.

4. If (x,y) still can see each other, the caching strategy is then executed to get the
uninterested contents soliciting sequence as well as dropping sequence for nodes
x and y, respectively. Such soliciting sequence also is performed by (x,y) as long
as they can see each other, while if the buffer is currently full, the dropping
sequence is performed to accommodate any solicited content.

2.5.4 Performance Evaluation

2.5.4.1 Simulation Methodology

The goal of the evaluation in this Section is to show that the proposed CCCDF can
get a better performance compared to the existing work when the cache size is re-
stricted. As mentioned earlier, cache is a portion of the storage space reserved only
for the uninterested contents. Note that the same simulator (i.e., the OMNeT++ dis-
crete event simulator) is also employed in this Section to evaluate the performance
of CCCDF across various cache conditions. Furthermore, instead of using a specific
mobility model such as community-based mobility model used earlier, the simu-
lation at here is based on two generalized mobility patterns, a synthetic one based
on the exponential distribution and one real-world mobility trace collected in Cam-
bridge, UK [28]. Note that the encountering times between mobile nodes in the
simulation are not known a priori. All information is learned during the simulation.
In addition, Bluetooth is also employed at here, therefore, the available bandwidth
of each node is set as 1Mbps. Moreover, a smaller size (i.e., the size of 64 kB) is
assumed for each content here.

Since CCCDF is also based on the idea of external collaboration, to facilitate such
evaluation, two proposed soliciting and caching strategies are compared to other
strategies such as most solicited and uniform strategies in [29] and GSCS. As men-
tioned previously, the contents with higher popularity are preferred by most solicited
strategy as long as the encountering nodes can see each other, while uniform strat-
egy just solicits the contents randomly. Moreover, GSCS ranks all possible content
candidates by evaluating all related content requests based on history encountering
information and the content preferences of the consumers, and accordingly solicits
and caches higher ranked contents. Note that such content request evaluations are
carried out by employing GRA, while the priorities assigned to both Expected path
length, Differential expected path length and Priority of the content request at here
are 2, 3, and 0, respectively.
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Table 2.3 Summarized parameters

Number of mobile nodes 64
Pair of nodes encountering probability 0.4
E[τi, j] N(1500sec,300sec)
Encountering duration N(12sec,4sec)
Simulation duration 4hours
Warming up duration first hour
Content generating frequency every 6 sec
Content generating duration 9600 sec
Request expiry time 1200 sec

2.5.4.2 Performance Measurements

Apart from the previous introduced overall request served ratio (Ratioors in (2.10)),
overall content caching cost (Costcnt in (2.11)) and end-to-end request serving de-
lay, two other major metrics including overall content served ratio (Ratioocs) and
average requests per content served ratio (Ratioarcs) for evaluating performance are
considered at here. Ratioocs and Ratioarcs are defined as follows:

Ratioocs =
Total contents with served requests

Total contents
(2.39)

Ratioarcs =
1

Total contents ∑ Total srvd requests per content
Total requests per content

(2.40)

In other words, Rateocs and Ratearcs investigate how fairness a certain strategy can
achieve.

2.5.4.3 Results from synthetic mobility model

In this subsection, a synthetic mobility model is employed to compare the perfor-
mance of CCCDF (Optimal) and CCCDF (Max-Min) to GSCS, most solicited and
uniform strategies. In such mobility model, the inter-meeting time between any pair
of encountering nodes is represented as an exponential distribution as explained ear-
lier. We randomly determine which pair of nodes has an opportunity to encounter
each other during the whole simulation and such probability is set as 0.4. Once two
nodes can encounter each other, then the E[τi, j] (i.e., 1/λi, j) of its inter-encountering
time follows a Gaussian distribution with N(1500 sec,300 sec). Moreover, every
encountering duration follows another Gaussian distribution with N(12 sec,4 sec).
Note that here the simulation considers 64 nodes. The simulation continues for 4
hours, i.e., 14400 sec where after the first 1 hour, the system generates the content
and its related content requests every 6 sec for another 9600 sec. Furthermore, the
expiry time of every content request is set as 1200 sec.
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Fig. 2.10 Comparison of overall request served ratio for various strategies (uniform distribution).

Firstly, the uniform distribution is utilized to simulate the distribution of the con-
tent publishers and the content popularity. In other words, for each generated con-
tent, the publisher ID is randomly selected from all 64 available nodes while its
popularity (i.e., the number of corresponding consumers) are randomly picked up
from [1,24]. Note that the consumer ID of a certain content are randomly selected
after its publisher ID and popularity is determined.

Fig. 2.10 provides the performance of Ratioors when the cache size is varied.
Cache size 0 implies the nodes only download and share the contents of their inter-
ests (i.e., collectivist). Even though, “No caching” is not a real content caching strat-
egy, it can be a benchmark for all real caching strategies. As expected, all caching
strategies have considerably better performance than “No caching”, even if a small
cache size is employed. Furthermore, such performance of the caching strategies
increases when the nodes utilize larger buffer size to cache the uninterested contents
for the future encounters. From these plots, it can be seen that CCCDF (Optimal)
gives the best performance across all cache size conditions. In other words, com-
paring to all other caching strategies, CCCDF (Optimal) always can use less cache
size to offer the same request serving ratio. Note that the performance improvement
of CCCDF (Optimal) could be deducted from its optimal cooperative disseminating
strategy based on the characteristics of the mobility as well as content requests. In
addition, as can be seen from Fig. 2.10, performance of CCCDF (Max-Min) is close
to CCCDF (Optimal) while also is much better than other caching strategies when
the content popularity is uniform distributed.

While Fig. 2.10 considers overall request served ratio, Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12
investigate the overall content served ratio and the average requests served ratio per
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Fig. 2.11 Comparison of overall content served ratio for various strategies (uniform distribution).

content over different cache sizes, respectively. As can be seen, by employing Max-
Min fairness policy, CCCDF (Max-Min) can give more opportunities to the contents
with less interests and accordingly serve more requests for such unpopular contents.
For example, when cache size is 3, CCCDF (Max-Min) strategy can serve at least a
request for most of contents no matter how popular it is while the average requests
served ratio per content is 85%. And comparing to CCCDF (Optimal), both of them
are around 8% higher. Moreover, as can be seen from Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12, both
CCCDF strategies offers much better fairness performance than other strategies in
such a scenario with uniform distributed content popularity.

Fig. 2.13 investigates the content caching overhead of the network on account of
uninterested content caching i.e., Costcnt over different cache sizes. As can be seen,
CCCDF strategies just use similar caching overhead compared to GSCS and most
solicited to achieve considerably better content delivery performance. Conversely,
Fig. 2.14 illustrates CDFs of request serving delay for all caching strategies when
cache size is 6. Fig. 2.14 shows that even though CCCDF (Optimal) can serve more
content requests before their expected deadlines, the performance of its actual end-
to-end serving delay is also better than other strategies.

The second distribution considered in the simulation for the content popularity
and the content publishers is Pareto distribution, which has been explained previ-
ously. Note that for content publisher selection, k = 1 and xm = 1 is considered
while content popularity decision follows k = 2 and xm = 1.

The performance comparisons between CCCDF and other mechanisms are pro-
vided in Fig. 2.15 - 2.19. As can be seen, in terms of Rors, CCCDF (Optimal) offers
the best performance among all caching strategies when the cache space is restricted.
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Fig. 2.12 Comparison of average requests per content served ratio for various strategies (uniform
distribution).

Moreover, comparing with the previous scenario, performance of CCCDF (Optimal)
is over other strategies more considerably. For instance, when cache size is 3, the
performance of CCCDF (Optimal) is more than 15% better than all other strategies.
The reason of such considerable achievement is behind (2.32) - (2.35).

As can be seen, when the majority of the contents are not popular (i.e., only
have relatively few consumers), Δm of different contents are more determined by
meeting statistics rather than content popularity. This can also be proved by the
performance of GSCS, since comparing to the previous scenario, GSCS can also
achieve substantial better performance over most solicited strategy when content
popularity follows a Pareto distribution.

However, performance of CCCDF (Max-Min) is degraded when the content pop-
ularity follows Pareto distribution. This is because in such a scenario, the majority
of the published contents only have few interested users while for an unpopular con-
tent, its consumers has less opportunity to download from the users having the same
interest, therefore, the cache space becomes more essential to serve such content re-
quest. Accordingly, sharing the limited caching opportunities in a fair manner based
on the Max-Min fairness policy causes that few of such content can get enough
caching resources to successfully serve their interested consumers, thereby degrades
its delivery performance. It also is proved by Fig. 2.16, Fig 2.17 and Fig 2.19 where
the performance of CCCDF (Max-Min) is degraded as well. In general, for such
Pareto distributed case, the overall performance of the CCCDF (Optimal) is better
than the CCCDF (Max-Min), while for the previous uniform distributed scenario,
the CCCDF (Max-Min) performs better than the CCCDF (Optimal).
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Fig. 2.13 Comparison of overall content caching cost for various caching strategies (uniform dis-
tribution).
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Fig. 2.14 CDFs of end-to-end request serving delay (cache size = 6) (uniform distribution).

2.5.4.4 Results based on real-world mobility trace

As mentioned earlier, the real-world mobility trace is collected from an experiment
conducted in the city of Cambridge. The whole experiment focuses on tracking con-
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Fig. 2.15 Comparison of overall request served ratio for various strategies (Pareto(k = 2,xm = 1)).
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Fig. 2.16 Comparison of overall content served ratio for various strategies (Pareto(k = 2,xm = 1)).

tracts between various mobile nodes and between mobile nodes and different fixed
nodes as well. Mobile users in the experiment are mainly from University of Cam-
bridge who were requested to carry Intel iMote devices with them at all times for
the duration of the experiment. In addition to this, a number of stationary nodes are
deployed in various popular locations such as market places, shopping centers and
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Fig. 2.17 Comparison of average requests per content served ratio for various strategies
(Pareto(k = 2,xm = 1)).

pubs. Note that such Intel iMotes can log contacts with other Bluetooth integrated
devices. The experiment was conducted from October 28th, 2005, 9:55:32 (GMT)
to December 21st, 2005, 13:00 (GMT). While due to various hardware problems
and the loss of some of the deployed iMotes, measurement data were gathered from
36 mobile participants and 18 fixed locations. For a detailed description of the ex-
periment, interested readers may refer to [28] and note that the mobility trace from
the experiment can be downloaded from [48].

Note that only content distribution among mobile users is considered, therefore
only traces of 36 mobile participants are employed. Furthermore, by considering
the cooperative case, “ node A sees node B” is assumed to implies “node B sees
node A” as well, vice versa. In addition, because of the average lifetime of mobile
nodes is around 10 days, the simulation only continues for first 12 days, where
after the first 24 hours, the system generates the content with its related requests
every half an hour for another 8 days. For each content request, the expiry time is
set as 3 days (i.e., each request has to be served by the network in 72 hours after
it is generated). Moreover, Pareto distribution also is employed here while (k =
1,xm = 1) and (k = 1.5,xm = 1) are considered for for content publisher selection
and popularity decision, respectively.

Fig. 2.20 provides a comparison between them in terms of Rors. From these
plots, it can be seen that CCCDF (Optimal) gives the best performance across all
cache size conditions. For example, for cache size 4, CCCDF (Optimal)’s overall
request served ratio is around 5% higher than CCCDF (Max-Min), GSCS and most
solicited while 12% higher than uniform strategy. Moreover, as explained earlier,
when the content popularity follows Pareto(k = 1.5,xm = 1), the fairness perfor-
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Fig. 2.18 Comparison of overall content caching cost for various caching strategies (Pareto(k =
2,xm = 1)).
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Fig. 2.19 CDFs of end-to-end request serving delay (cache size = 9) (Pareto(k = 2,xm = 1)).

mance (i.e., Ratioocs and Ratioarcs) of CCCDF (Optimal) strategy also is close to or
even better than the CCCDF (Max-Min) strategy for the real-world mobility (shown
in Fig. 2.21 and Fig. 2.22). In addition, the content caching overhead of the net-
work (i.e., Costcnt ) over different cache sizes is investigated in Fig. 2.23. As can
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Fig. 2.20 Comparison of overall request served ratio for various strategies (Pareto(k = 1.5,xm =
1)).

be seen, CCCDF strategies offer similar caching overhead compared to GSCS and
most Solicited. Fig. 2.24 also shows that even though CCCDF (Optimal) can serve
more content requests before their expected deadlines, the performance of its actual
end-to-end serving delay is also better than other strategies.

2.6 Summary and Conclusions

This Chapter first briefly introduced the current efforts of opportunistic content dis-
tribution mechanisms for ICMANs. After that, an extended collaboration based con-
tent delivery framework with a novel content soliciting and caching strategy (GSCS)
by jointly considering multi-attributes (e.g., content popularity, mobility statistics
of nodes and preferences of users) was described in this Chapter. Simulation re-
sults indicated that the proposed framework can work well in realistic scenarios. In
this Chapter, another new framework based on the idea of “cooperative” was also
proposed for content dissemination over ICMANs. Unlike other protocols where
every intermediate node made its content disseminating decisions without consid-
ering its encounters, CCCDF considered two encountering nodes as a pair and ac-
cordingly proposed an analytical model based on the global information to carry
out the content disseminating decisions even under restricted limited resource sce-
narios. Moreover, to handle intermittent connectivity, a simplified local policy was
illustrated to approximate the proposed cooperative strategies. Experimental results
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Fig. 2.21 Comparison of overall content served ratio for various strategies (Pareto(k = 1.5,xm =
1)).

indicated an enhanced performance of the proposed framework compared with the
existing mechanisms.
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Chapter 3

Opportunistic Content Search in Intermittently

Connected Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

3.1 Introduction

Apart from designing forwarding strategies to delivery a content from its publisher
to their interested consumers [26][27][21][17][18][10][11], content search or con-
tent lookup is another fundamental problem that determines the architecture and
performance of opportunistic content distribution networks in the ICMANs context.
This is largely because only after discovering the information about its interested
contents (e.g., content identifiers, related node addresses and even corresponding
meta-data), a mobile user can determine which contents to be downloaded and ac-
cordingly activate the downloading process over the network. Note that distributed
content search schemes have been widely studied since peer-to-peer (P2P) networks
become a promising technology for content dissemination over the Internet [3].
Moreover, due to the common characteristics such as decentralized architecture,
self-organization and self-healing features between P2P networks and MANETs,
similar content search schemes are also extensively investigated for MANETs based
mobile content distribution networks [14][19][15][46][25][8][37]. Unfortunately, to
the best of knowledge, one of the key assumptions of underlying routing protocols
(i.e., the existence of end-to-end routing path between any two nodes) for all such
content search schemes becomes untenable in the ICMANs context, since ICMANs
experience intermittent connections due to high node mobility, sporadic node den-
sity, short transmission range, and so on [54][36].

With all these in mind, this Chapter first introduces a simple content search
scheme for opportunistic content distribution over ICMANs. In the proposed scheme,
due to intermittent connectivity, all mobile nodes manage their available contents
in a fully decentralized manner. As a result, an epidemic content query forward-
ing mechanism derived from the well-known epidemic routing technology [49] (a
well-known plain flooding based mechanism for ICMANs) is presented to flood all
content query messages across ICMANs. It allows other nodes (as many as possi-
ble) check whether they contain the matching contents or not, since there do not
exist any well-known index servers or powerful super nodes for content lookup pur-
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pose. The proposed epidemic content query forwarding mechanism is facilitated by
opportunistically employment of mobility nature and storage spaces of the interme-
diate nodes. However, performance of epidemic content query forwarding may be
significantly degraded in most realistic cases with constrained buffer space. There-
fore, instead of the blindly flooding across ICMANs, an intelligent epidemic content
query forwarding mechanism is accordingly investigated to improve search effi-
ciency under restricted resource conditions. The proposed approach allow the inter-
mediate nodes to use mobility statistics and indexing information from other nodes
to choose which content query messages can be stored and carried when the buffer
space becomes full.

3.2 Content Search for P2P Content Distribution Networks

In P2P content distribution networks, the participating peers are largely connected
via ad hoc connections over the Internet to provide distributed content and infor-
mation sharing for audio, video, data or anything in digital format. By forming an
overlay network on top of the Internet, P2P content distribution allows peers to pub-
lish, search and download contents from each other. In addition to these functions,
some of P2P content delivery networks also provide some other important features
such as fairness, security, scalability and performance guarantees.

In terms of “P2P”, there are different definitions varying from the strictest defi-
nition of pure P2P, where all peers are completely equivalent in terms of functional-
ities, to a much broader and widely accepted definition that only requires the peers
to be able to employ resources from other peers, thereby encompassing other P2P
systems, where centralized servers or super peers are utilized. For these different
types of P2P content delivery networks, different content management architectures
and content search mechanisms are proposed in the literature [8][41][38]. By con-
sidering how to organize the participating peers to build overlay network and how
to place the contents, these P2P content delivery networks are classified as unstruc-
tured and structured P2P networks.

3.2.1 Unstructured P2P

In the unstructured P2P content delivery networks, the placement of available con-
tents is completely unrelated to the overlay topology. However, by considering how
to provide efficient content search, the unstructured P2P systems can be further cat-
egorized as fully decentralized, centralized and partially centralized.
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3.2.1.1 Fully decentralized

Gnutella is a representative example of the fully decentralized and unstructured P2P
networks. In Gnutella, all peers perform exactly the same functionalities and there
is no central coordination of their activities. Moreover, all peers in Gnutella are con-
nected nondeterministically and all available contents are just stored and indexed
locally to handle highly-transient node populations. Accordingly, the simplest con-
tent search scheme for Gnutella is to flood content queries across the network in a
breadth-first or depth-first manner to locate all desired contents. To limit the spread
of queries through the network, a time-to-live (TTL) field is employed by content
queries. However, even TTL is employed, the flood-based content search mecha-
nisms are not scalable for the networks with large scale [3].

As can be seen, scalability is the most important issue for the fully decentral-
ized and unstructured P2P networks. Hence, a number of strategies have been pro-
posed to improve the search efficiency and to avoid high network traffic caused by
flooding. For example, a query algorithm based on multiple random works is pro-
posed in [31] while another probabilistic scalable P2P search is introduced in [34].
Moreover, instead of flooding, [12] employs routing indices (RIs) to forward con-
tent search over the network. Given a query, a RI returns a list of neighbors, ranked
according to their goodness for the query, to allow the peer to determine which
neighbor to forward the query to. The notion of goodness reflects the number of
contents in the “nearby” peers. Similar intelligent search mechanisms (ISMs) [53]
can be found in [23][52].

Apart from the original ad hoc connections to other random participating peers,
in GES [56], a peer may also have semantic connections to other relevant peers. The
relevance of the two peers is determined by their vectors generated from their con-
tained documents, while the semantic connections can eventually organize relevant
peers into semantic groups. Accordingly, given a content query, GES first directs
the query through random connections by biased walks to the most relevant seman-
tic groups and then floods the query over semantic connections to the most relevant
peers. Similarly, in [43], in addition to Gnutella connections, peers that share similar
interests are also connected with each other by interest-based shortcuts.

Another approach to reduce query traffic in fully decentralized and unstructured
P2P networks is to proactively place several replications of contents or contents
related meta-data on some other peers over the networks. For example, uniform,
proportional and square-root replications of contents are investigated in [9]. Since
increasing the number of replicas of a content decreases the traffic generated by the
queries for the file, the fundamental trade-off between the number of replicas and
query traffic is investigated in [48].

3.2.1.2 Centralized

In contrast to the fully decentralized and unstructured P2P networks, where the con-
tents are indexed locally, a typical centralized P2P content delivery networks em-
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ploys a centralized server to manage all users and to index all available contents
stored by them. Whenever a new peer wishes to join the network has to register
itself and report all contents it has to the server, while the server can subsequently
index all these contents along with meta-data descriptions for other peers to query.
On receiving a content query from a user, the index server can return a list of match-
ing contents with their exact locations. As a result, the user can directly contact with
the peers that hold the matching contents to activate download process. Note that
Napster is a representative example of such kind of P2P content delivery networks
with a centralized index server, where content search is performed over a centralized
directory while content download still occurs in a P2P fashion.

As can be seen, it is easy to implement such centralized P2P networks, while con-
tent can also be located quickly and efficiently. Moreover, different search mecha-
nisms varying from exact content match to the more complex content search mech-
anisms such as keyword-based content search, full-text search and even semantic
search can also be implemented easier by the centralized index server. However, the
main problem of this centralized architecture is the single point of failure problem
for the centralized server, since all the essential information for content search and
download is controlled by the single company, institution, or user, who is maintain-
ing the server. In addition, these system may also suffer the scalability issues, since
the size of content database and the performance of content query are limited by the
capacity of the index server.

3.2.1.3 Partially centralized

The aim of partially centralized P2P architecture is to exploit and to take advantage
of the inherent heterogeneity of P2P systems to present a cross between fully decen-
tralized and centralized P2P systems. In the partially centralized P2P systems (also
referred to as the hybrid P2P systems or super-peer P2P systems), the concept of
super-peer is utilized to introduce hierarchy into the network. Different from a fully
decentralized system, where all of the peers will be mostly equally loaded, regard-
less their capabilities of CPU power, storage space and even bandwidth, a partially
centralized P2P system employs some super-nodes with higher capabilities to act
as locally centralized index servers to their surrounding peers and proxy content
queries on behalf of these peers. Even though most of the peers are only connected
to their super-peers, these super-peers are connected to each other as peers in a fully
decentralized system.

KaZaA based on FastTrack structure is a typical instance of super-peer P2P net-
works, while the super-peer based approach is also employed by Gia [8] to make
Gnutella-like P2P systems scalable. A similar approach can also be found in [51],
while the designing issues of a partially centralized P2P networks are addressed
in [5] and a dynamic layer management in super-peer architectures is investigated
in [50]. Moreover, a semantic overlay clustering technology is introduced in [30]
to facilitate exact, partial, similar and even ontology content search within super-
peer P2P networks. In addition, a novel category overlay infrastructure is proposed
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in [29] to support category overlay search over super-peer P2P networks while
Plexus, a scalable P2P protocol is investigated in [2] to enable efficient subset search
for P2P networks by employing a partially decentralized architecture.

3.2.2 Structured P2P

To address the scalability issues occurring in the unstructured networks, structured
networks try to create network topology and place the contents based on some spe-
cific rules so that content queries can be efficiently forwarded to the node with de-
sired contents. Most of such fully decentralized but structured networks employ the
distributed hash table (DHT) as the underlying technology for topology construction
and content placement.

For example, in PAST (a large-scale peer-to-peer persistent storage utility) sys-
tem [42], by using DHT, the peers and contents are each assigned uniformly dis-
tributed identifiers while replicas of a content are placed at the k peers whose identi-
fiers are most close to the identifier of the content. Note that PAST is layered on top
of Pastry [41], an efficient P2P request routing and content location scheme ensur-
ing that the reliable route path length for a content request to its appropriate peers
is logarithmic in the total number of peers under normal operation by building the
routing table based on identifier prefixes. OceanStore [40] based on Tapestry [55]
and cooperative file system (CFS) [13] on top of Chord [44] are another two struc-
tured P2P systems providing global, transactional and persistent storage service. In
addition, CAN [38], a scalable content addressable network conceptually built over
a d-dimensional Cartesian space, is also can be employed to provide hash table-like
functionality for P2P content distribution. Even though structured P2P systems can
offer a scalable content queries, it is difficult to maintain the system structures when
peers are joining and leaving ar a high rate.

Note that in all these DHT-based content storage systems, content only can be
retrieved by the users, who already have the single and unique identifier of the cor-
responding content. In other words, only exact name match is supported while no
functionality is provided for keyword-based content search. As a result, [39] intro-
duces a DHT-based distributed search engine to map keyword queries to the peers,
which store the unique content identifiers of the relevant contents. Moreover, [22]
builds a distributed index scheme on an r-dimensional hypercube vector space to
enable keyword/attribute search in DHT-based P2P systems. According to its key-
words, a content can be mapped to an r-bit vector, which represents a point in an
r-dimensional hypercube space, while by further mapping the hypercube space to
the underlying DHT network, this content has one, and only has one peer to index
it. As a result, locating an content according to its keywords is simply routing a
message to the peer that can handle such keywords. In addition, in [16], contents are
represented using attribute-value pairs (AV-pairs) while rendezvous points (RPs) are
used for content registration and query resolution. Note that RP set for content name
registration is selected by hashing each corresponding AV-pair.
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More complex content search has also been studied for structured P2P networks.
For example, pSearch [47] provides content-based full-text search over CAN [38] by
using vector space model (VSM) to represent contents and queries as term vector in
the Cartesian space and utilizing latent semantic indexing (LSI) to generate content
semantics.

3.3 P2P Content Search over MANETs

Due to the common characteristics such as decentralized architecture, self-organization
and self-healing features between P2P networks and MANETs, P2P content search
over MANETs are also extensively investigated for mobile content distribution. For
example, [14][19][15] are proposed for P2P content search in MANETs by em-
ploying the fully decentralized architecture. In [14], two efficient search schemes
employing query filtering/gossiping and adaptive hop-limited search, respectively,
to offer scalable performance for P2P content sharing over MANETs. Reference
[19] employs Swarm Intelligence to design an efficient and scalable P2P content
sharing system for MANETs, while by identifying the regions of the network where
the required contents are more likely to be stored. Reference [15] devises an effi-
cient query/response propagation algorithm to efficiently retrieve user contents in
MANETs.

In order to employ the partially centralized P2P architectures to facilitate content
search over MANETs, [46] integrates FastTrack and AODV routing protocol into
a common framework to save content lookup overhead, while RAON [25] incorpo-
rates all design features of Gia [8] but performs query forwarding decisions based
on link instability and power constraints to improve the success rate and delay of
content search in the MANETs context. Moreover, a mobility-aware file discovery
control scheme is proposed in [20] for a super-peer architecture over the wireless
mobile networks. In addition, index server optimization to reduce content search
overhead is studied in [35].

For structured P2P approaches, Ekta [37] integrates Pastry with dynamic source
routing (DSR) at the network layer to lookup and maintain routes with reduced
overhead, while M-CAN [1] is an extension of CAN. Some other DHT-based search
mechanisms are also investigated by [7][45] and comparison of several cross-layer
approaches such as Ekta and FastTrack over AODV for P2P systems over MANETs
can be found in [6].

3.4 Epidemic Content Search over ICMANs

In the proposed mechanism, apart from the content itself, every content is assumed
to contain a unique content identifier and a meta-data file with corresponding key-
words. Due to intermittent connectivity, to avoid high maintenance overhead for
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structured, centralized and partially centralized content search, the fully decentral-
ized architecture is employed at here. In other words, in ICMANs, every mobile
node indexes all of its own stored contents (published and downloaded contents)
based on their corresponding keywords. As a result, whenever a node wants to
download some interested contents without any information about the correspond-
ing content identifiers, it can facilitate a content query based on the related keywords
across the network. On receiving such a content query message, each intermedi-
ate node performs a keyword-based search through its stored indices, while if any
matching content exists, a response message is accordingly generated and forwarded
back. The response message includes the content identifiers and the meta-data files
of the matching contents. On receiving these information, the node can eventually
determine which contents it would like to download and accordingly requests them
over the network based on the received content identifiers.

As mentioned earlier, since the contents are indexed locally in the fully decen-
tralized architecture, to allow other nodes (as many as possible) check whether they
contain the matching contents or not, the content queries are flooded across the net-
work. Moreover, by considering the intermittently connected manner of ICMAN,
the mobility of the nodes are utilized to diffuse content queries over ICMANs. In
other words, epidemic content query diffusion process is facilitated to handle the
underlying intermittent connectivity. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.1, despite the
fact that node A cannot directly encounter nodes D and E, the mobility and the
storage spaces of node B, C and D are employed by node A to eventual deliver its
content query message to them.

To perform epidemic content search, every issued query message includes node
ID, query ID, interested keywords, TTL, timestamp and expiry time. Node ID and
query ID together represent each unique content query message, while expiry time
and TTL are given to address content searching scalability in the ICMANs context.
Note that for a given query message, if the expiry time is passed, it should be re-
moved by all possible intermediate nodes from the storage. In addition, the TTL
field is employed to limit the search scope of a request.

Due to the intermittent connectivity, content query forwarding and content search
only happen whenever two mobile nodes encounter each other. After connection is
established between two encountering nodes, the entire procedure can be summa-
rized as follows:

1. Firstly, each node checks its buffer space and removes all expired content query
messages.

2. Then each node sends all query messages (stored or cached) to its encountering
node.

3. On receiving a query message, the node executes the keyword-based search
through its locale index server.

4. After that, if such a query message is a new search request for the node and its
TTL limitation is not exceeded, it will be inserted into the locale cache space for
further forwarding.
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Fig. 3.1 Epidemic P2P content search mechanism in ICMANs.

As mentioned earlier, for epidemic routing, a node may store a message in its
buffer and carry it for a long time until another possible forwarding opportunity
arises while multiple replicas of a message may be stored and carried by different
nodes to increase the serving probability. Such combination of message replications
and long time storage involves a very high storage cost, therefore performance of
epidemic routing may be significantly degraded in most realistic cases with con-
strained buffer space. Similar situation can be suffered by epidemic content query
forwarding.

To resolve this issue for epidemic routing, various buffer management policies
were proposed in the literature. Some of them can be easily employed by the pro-
posed epidemic content search scheme. For instance, First In First Out (FIFO) pol-
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icy [28], where the message that was first entered the storage space is the first
message to be dropped when the buffer is full, and Evict Shortest Lifetime First
(SHLI) [28], where the message that has shortest lifetime is the first message to be
discarded, can be directly utilized for epidemic content query forwarding. While
some others such as Global Knowledge based Drop (GBD) policy [24], where each
message is evaluated based on collected information such as mobility characteristics
before making any message discarding decisions, cannot be employed directly. This
is because each message forwarded by epidemic routing only has one destination
and such destination is known by the intermediate nodes, while in epidemic content
search scheme, each content query message only has the keywords, which may in-
volve more than one destined nodes without any information about their addresses.
However, it does not mean similar idea cannot be implemented for the proposed
epidemic content search scheme. In the next section, in order to improve search
performance, an intelligent epidemic content search scheme with mobility statistics
based cache management policy is described in detail.

3.5 Intelligent Epidemic Content Search over ICMANs

As mentioned earlier, in most realistic cases with the restricted cache spaces, store
and carrying opportunity cannot be provided to every content search request from
other peers, therefore, one basic issue that has to be addressed for epidemic content
search scheme is “Which content query messages should be dropped when the cache
is full?” To answer this question, each available request has to be evaluated and
based on the evaluation result, an intermediate node can determine which queries
to be discarded when the cache space of the node is full. The objective of such
evaluation is to try to utilize the constrained cache spaces more efficiently so that
during a certain period, the network can serve more content queries while more
matching contents can be discovered for each content query. Note that each node is
assumed to have an unlimited buffer space for its own content query messages while
a restricted cache space is reserved to temporarily store such query messages from
any other nodes in the network i.e, cache management policy is only carried out for
the cached queries belonging to other nodes.

To facilitate the evaluation process, the essential information that a node needs
to know when it wants to make any reasonable evaluation for each content query
is discussed firstly. Then, some assumptions regarding the information required by
content search service itself and the mobility characteristics of the mobile nodes in
the ICMANs context are illustrated. After that, the evaluation of each query message
based on such essential information is given in detail. Finally, the section explains
how the corresponding information can be collected by every node.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.2, if any node can build up such relationship map among
keywords, content identifers and node identifiers, it can subsequently learn how
many matching contents exist over the network and where to find them when it
receives any content query message. Moreover, the node can further estimate its
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Fig. 3.2 Relationship map among keyword, content ID and node ID

discovering probability for any possible matching content with several known lo-
cations, if it also has the related historical encountering statistics. Accordingly, the
node can eventually get an expected serving ratio, an expected value indicating what
percentage of the matching contents that can be discovered in the future, if it offers
its storing opportunity to such a content query message. Thus, to improve the over-
all searching performance, such expected serving ratio can be exploited by epidemic
content search mechanism to determine which query messages should be kept and
which query messages should be dropped whenever its cache space becomes full.

To carry out the expected serving ratio for content query evaluation, the same
mobility assumption as mentioned in the previous chapters is considered. That is
the inter-encountering time τi, j between each pair of mobile nodes (i, j) follows the
exponential distribution. As a result, the meeting rate λi, j between (i, j) is repre-
sented as 1/E[τi, j]. Apart from the mobility assumption, the following assumptions
are also made for content query message evaluation. Firstly, there is assumed a con-
tent query message m at an instant t, which has been performed by node x while is
subsequently waiting for a caching decision from node x. Based on its expiry time
em, its remaining time (rm) before it becomes expired is

rm = em − t

Moreover, according to the maintained relationship map (Fig. 3.2), node x can find
that there are total K̄ matching contents over the network, while as shown in Fig. 3.3,
K(K ≤ K̄) of them are not held by node x. Note that K̄ −K represents the number
of the matching contents that are discovered by node x from its local index server.
These K matching contents are defined as {cm,k},k ∈ [1,K] while each cm,k is located
in Lm,k nodes, the IDs of which are defined as {dm,k,l}, l ∈ [1,Lm,k].

Based on the above assumptions, the evaluation function U(m) can be carried
out as follows. Firstly, due to the exponential distribution, for a content query m,
the probability that node x cannot discover the matching content cm,k from a certain
location dm,k,l during the remaining time rm will be:

px,dm,k,l = exp(−rmλx,dm,k,l ) (3.1)

Accordingly, for query m, the probability that peer x can discover the matching con-
tent cm,k from the network before its expiry time em can be represented as follows:
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px,cm,k = 1−
Lm,k

∏
l=1

pi,dm,k,l (3.2)

= 1−
Lm,k

∏
l=1

exp(−rmλx,dm,k,l ) (3.3)

= 1− exp(−rm

Lm,k

∑
l=1

λx,dm,k,l ) (3.4)

Moreover, if a random variable Xm,k is defined as the success of discovering content
cm,k by node x during the remaining time rm i.e.,

Xm,k =

{
1, node x can discover cm,k for m during rm;
0, otherwise

the expected value of Xm,k is represented as

E(Xm,k) = Pr(Xm,k = 1) = px,cm,k (3.5)

This is because that Xm,k follows a Bernoulli distribution. Therefore, for such K
matching independent contents, if a random variable Xm is defined as total contents
that can be discovered successfully by node x for request m during the remaining
time rm, the expected value of Xm can be derived as follows:

E[Xm] = E[
K

∑
k=1

Xm,k] =
K

∑
k=1

E[Xm,k]

= K −
K

∑
k=1

exp(−rm

Lm,k

∑
l=1

λx,dm,k,l ) (3.6)

Finally, the evaluation function U(m), which can be employed to get the expected
discovering ratio offered by peer x for content query message m during the remain-
ing time rm, will be:
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U(m) = E[Xm]/K̄

=
K
K̄
− 1

K̄

K

∑
k=1

exp(−rm

Lm,k

∑
l=1

λx,dm,k,l ) (3.7)

Based on (3.7), an intermediate node can calculate the expected discovering ratio
for each possible content query message and accordingly drop the candidates with
lower values when the cache space is full.

As can be seen from (3.7), to perform U(m) for request evaluation, each node
needs to collect the inter-encountering time for any other node it encountered in
the history and accordingly calculates the corresponding meeting rates. In addition,
every node has to construct the relationship map illustrated in Fig. 3.2. There are
different ways for this. For example, a node can construct it by sniffing any received
query response messages, which include required content identifers and related key-
words. Different from such passive way, alternatively, each node can broadcast its
stored indices (only content identifers and related keywords) with an expiry time
over the network periodically to allow others to learn it. To reduce the related over-
head, such broadcast can be limited according to the pre-defined depth and breadth
restrictions. In other words, each indices update message includes node ID, times-
tamp, expiry time and TTL. In the intelligent epidemic content search mechanism,
the proactive approach is considered. Furthermore, if a node cannot receive any up-
dated indices after the expiry time, such indices will be removed by the node. Note
that based on such relationship map, even more complicated boolean expression
based content query still can be evaluated by any intermediate node.

Since the query message evaluation is involved in the intelligent epidemic con-
tent search, the previously introduced procedure for any two encountering node is
resummarized as below.

1. Both nodes update their λ for all past encounters firstly.
2. Then, both nodes generate their index update messages with timestamp and such

latest update messages as well as all other cached unexpired update messages are
forwarded to each other based on their TTL limitations. On receiving such index
update messages, each node only caches the latest update messages for every
other node based on the timestamp and reconstruct the relationship map.

3. After that, both nodes check their buffer space and removes all expired content
query messages.

4. Subsequently, each node sends all query messages (stored or cached) to its en-
countering node.

5. On receiving these content query messages, the node executes them through its
locale index server.

6. Finally, all newly received and already cached content query messages are evalu-
ated based on (3.7) and the cache spaces are only allocated to the query messages
with higher expected discovering ratios. The query messages without any caching
opportunities are discarded by the nodes.
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3.6 Performance Evaluation

3.6.1 Simulation Methodology

Performance of the proposed epidemic content search mechanisms (basic and in-
telligent) across various cache conditions is evaluated by using OMNeT++ discrete
event simulator while different independent seeds are utilized to provide average re-
sults. As mentioned earlier, cache has restricted space reserved to temporarily store
content search requests from any other peers. During the simulation, total of 64
mobile peers are considered while an exponential distribution based synthetic mo-
bility model is employed. Which pair of nodes has an opportunity to encounter each
other during the whole simulation is randomly determined and such probability is
set as 0.4. Once two nodes can encounter each other, its inter-encountering time
(i.e., E[τi, j]) follows a Gaussian distribution with N(1500 sec,300 sec).

Simulation considers a total of 512 unique contents with 128 related keywords.
Note that the simulation just focuses on how content query messages can be diffused
over ICMANs by epidemic content search schemes and how the evaluation process
can affect the overall searching performance (rather than the keyword-based con-
tent search itself). Therefore, to simplify the simulation, each content only selects
one related keyword randomly. Moreover, in most realistic cases, people collect and
store contents based on their interests and a certain interest may just attract a group
of users. Therefore, to simplify the simulation, the location of each keyword is deter-
mined instead of determining the location of each content directly. The simulation
first chooses the number of locations for each keyword, which follows a Gaussian
distribution with N(2,1) in the simulation i.e., each keyword related contents is col-
lected by a small group of users. Then, each exact keyword location is selected from
all nodes randomly. After that, the owners of every corresponding content are only
chosen from such keyword related locations. In addition, for each content, more
than one locations can be selected based on the aforementioned rules.

The whole simulation continues for 4 hours i.e., 14400 sec where after the first
1 hour, the system generates a content search request every 3 sec for another 9600
sec. To simplify the simulation, each content query message only considers one
keyword, which is randomly selected from the previous 128 keywords. Such an
assumption will not affect the simulation results, since as mentioned earlier, the
proposed epidemic content search schemes naturally supports the boolean expres-
sion based keyword search. Moreover, the source peer ID is randomly chosen from
the nodes that do not contain any matching contents. In addition, the expiry time of
each content query is given as 1200 sec, while the TTL limitation is given as 7 hops.
Note that in the simulation every peer periodically broadcasts its keyword indices
over the network to facilitate the intelligent epidemic content search mechanism.
For such indices broadcast, the depth and breadth limitations are given as 3 and 4
peers, respectively.
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3.6.2 Performance Measurements

Note that the corresponding response messages already have their well-known desti-
nations, and accordingly, they can be delivered in the network by using any existing
SCF routing technologies (e.g., [49][24][4][33][32]). Therefore, for a content query
message, it is assumed to be successfully served when one of the matching content
holders receives it rather than the source node receives the response messages. Ac-
cordingly, content query served ratio (Ratiosrvd), a main metric proposed to evaluate
different schemes, can be defined as follows:

Ratiosrvd =
numsrvd

numtotal
(3.8)

where numsrvd and numtotal indicate “total successfully served content queries” and
“total generated content queries”, respectively. Moreover, to investigate how suc-
cessfully a content query is served (i.e., how many unique matching contents are
discovered before its expiry time), the matching contents average discovered ratio
(Ratioavr−dscvrd) is defined as follows:

Ratioavr−dscvrd =
1

numsrvd

numsrvd

∑
i=1

ni

Ni
(3.9)

where ni and Ni indicate “Total discovered contents” and “Total existing matching
contents over the network” for the ith served content query, respectively.

3.6.3 Simulation Results

The intelligent epidemic content search scheme is compared with the normal epi-
demic scheme with FIFO policy and SHLI policy in the simulation. Note that FIFO
policy handles the cache space in a FIFO order while SHLI policy remove the re-
quests with shortest lifetime first.

Fig. 3.4 provides a comparison between them in terms of Ratiosrvd . In addition,
the zero cache size implies that any peer does not store and forward the content
search requests for all other peers (i.e., the peer only stores its own content search
requests and such requests only can be executed by its encountering nodes). Even
though, “No caching” is not a real epidemic content search scheme, it can be a
benchmark for others. As expected, the performance of these policies improves
when the peers employ larger cache to carry requests from others. Moreover, over
a range of cache sizes, the intelligent epidemic content search performs better than
the basic scheme with FIFO policy and SHLI policy. For example, as can be seen
from Fig. 3.4, for cache size 12, the served ratio of the intelligent epidemic content
search is more than 15% higher than the basic scheme with FIFO and SHLI policies,
while comparing to “No caching”, the intelligent epidemic search offers even 60%
better performance. In other words, comparing with FIFO and SHLI policies, the in-
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Fig. 3.4 Comparison of requests served ratio for various epidemic content search schemes under
different cache conditions.

telligent epidemic search always can use less cache size to offer the same Ratiosrvd .
This is because in such keyword and location correlated scenario, according to (3.7),
the characteristics of the mobility will affect the evaluation result of each possible
content query message, while the considerable differences among such results can
be easily employed by the intelligent epidemic search to make discarding decisions.

While Fig. 3.4 considers requests successfully served ratio, Fig. 3.5 investigates
what percentage of the matching contents that can be discovered for each success-
fully served content query. As can be seen, in terms of Ratioavr−dscvrd , the intelligent
epidemic search also offers better performance than all others. In other words, be-
sides offering higher successfully served ratio, for each successfully served content
query message, the intelligent epidemic search also can help nodes find more match-
ing contents than basic epidemic scheme with FIFO and SHLI dropping policies.

Conversely, Fig. 3.6 illustrates cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of con-
tent discovery delay for all search schemes when cache size is 12. Fig. 3.6 shows
that even though the intelligent epidemic search can discover more matching con-
tents before the expected deadlines, the performance of its actual end-to-end serving
delay is also close to SHLI policy while better than FIFO policy.

3.7 Summary and Conclusions

In order to deploy a content search service for mobile content consumers by utiliz-
ing low cost wireless connectivity, this Chapter proposed an epidemic content search
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Fig. 3.6 CDFs of the content discovery delay (cache size = 12).

mechanism in the ICMANs context. By considering the nature of intermittent con-
nectivity, the fully decentralized architecture was employed to index the available
contents locally and a basic epidemic content search mechanism was accordingly
introduced. Moreover, due to the restricted storage spaces in mobile devices, an
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intelligent epidemic content search mechanism with evaluation-based cache man-
agement policy was proposed to improve the buffer usage efficiency by considering
the relevant information such as mobility statistics.
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